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Introduction to the Point - Eleneio Programme (2014-2015)
Chrystalleni Loizidou
Project Co-ordinator

0OINT %LENEIO0ROMOTING!NTI $ISCRIMINATIONTHROUGH!RTS%DUCATIONFORTHE,OCAL#OMMUNITY 
2014-2015) was a six-month EEA-funded programme that aimed to establish a link between Point
#ENTREFOR#ONTEMPORARY!RTANDITSNEIGHBOURING%LENEIO0RIMARY-UNICIPAL3CHOOL!TTHESAMETIME
THEPROGRAMMEWASINTENDEDASAPILOTTHATMIGHTGUIDEOTHERARTCENTRESANDSCHOOLSINFORGINGSIMILAR
BRIDGESANDSEEKINGTOENGAGEWITHTHEIRLOCALITIES
4HEPROGRAMMEWASDESIGNEDONTHECENTRALPREMISETHATIMAGINATIONANDCREATIVITYENCOURAGEDBEYOND
THENARROWCONFINESOFTHEíARTLESSON íAREEXTREMELYVALUABLETOOLSTHATCANHELPCHILDRENARTICULATEAND
DEALWITHTHEIRREALITIESANDSENSEOFDIFFERENCE SOTHATTHEYMAYIMAGINEANDTAKEPARTINAFUTUREOF
SOCIALJUSTICE EQUALITY ANDMULTICULTURALUNDERSTANDING)NDEEDTHEBROADEDUCATIONALANDSOCIALBENEFITS
OFARTS EDUCATIONANDEDUCATIONTHROUGHARTAREOFTENTAKENFORGRANTEDANDATFACEVALUE%VENSO THE
HOLISTICINTEGRATIONOFARTS RELATEDEDUCATIONALMETHODSINSCHOOLCURRICULAISFARFROMTHENORM ANDEVEN
WHENADEGREEOFINTEGRATIONDOESOCCUR THISISHARDLYEVERHARNESSEDTOITSFULLPOTENTIAL
)NRESPONSETOTHIS THE0OINT %LENEIOPROGRAMMEWASBUILTONTHEPREMISETHAT–INTHECASEOFVULNERABLE
ONTHEPREMISEWITHAWARENESSANDMARGINALGROUPSESPECIALLY–efforts to provide meaningful support
TOWARDSSOCIALINTEGRATIONNEEDTOENGAGEWITHTHECOMMUNITYBEYONDTHEMEREAPPLICATIONOF
STANDARDISEDMODELS
4HISEFFORTWASCENTREDAROUNDTHEDESIGNANDEXECUTIONOFANARTS EDUCATIONALPROGRAMMETAILORED
SPECIFICALLYFORTHE%LENEIO3CHOOLBY0OINT#ENTRE!NUMBEROFEDUCATIONALWORKSHOPSTOOKPLACEATTHE
SCHOOL AT0OINT#ENTRE ASWELLASDURINGTHE%LENEIOOPTIONAL!LL $AY3CHOOL4HESEWEREOFFSETBYA
NUMBEROFPRE ANDPOST VISITACTIVITIESDESIGNEDACCORDINGTOTHESTUDENTS²RESPONSETOSPECIFICTHEMES 
ANDTHEIROWNEXPRESSEDWISHESANDINTERESTS
4HEEDUCATIONALCOREOFTHEPROGRAMMEWASACCOMPANIEDBYASERIESOFPUBLICEVENTSTHATISOLATED
SPECIFICACTIVITIESANDPARTSOFTHEPROGRAMMETOBEPRESENTEDTOTHEWIDERPUBLIC ANDATTHESAMETIME
AIMEDTOENGAGETHECOMMUNITYOFTHESCHOOL ITSSTAFFANDEDUCATORS THESTUDENTS THEIRFAMILIES ANDITS
ALUMNI INVARIOUSWAYSNOTONLYASAWAYTOGIVEVISIBILITYTOTHESCHOOLANDTHEPROGRAMME²SCORE
THEMESAROUNDANTI DISCRIMINATION BUTALSOINORDERTOINVOLVEANDRESPONDTOTHENEEDSOFITS
COMMUNITY
!SDISCUSSEDIN0ART))INTHIS)NFORMATIONAL0ACKAGE THEPROGRAMMEAPPROACHEDARTEDUCATIONASASOCIAL
PROCESS ANDWORKEDTOCREATEASOCIALLYENGAGEDART EDUCATIONALMODELINAWAYTHATISBOTHCRITICALAND
ATTHESAMETIMERESPONSIVETOSUCHDISCOURSEASPROMOTEDBYINTERNATIONALFUNDINGPROGRAMMES USING
CONTEMPORARYDEVELOPMENTSINRESEARCHRELATEDTOARTSEDUCATIONANDEDUCATIONTHROUGHART
4HEPROGRAMME²SPOINTOFDEPARTUREWASCRITICALCONTEMPORARYDISCOURSEAROUNDTHEWAYTHEARTSCAN
ENGAGEWITHCOMMUNITIESSEE "ISHOP&INKELPEARL2OOKE ANDSPECIFICALLYHOWTHEYMAY
ADDRESSDIVERSITY INTEGRATION SOCIALINCLUSION ANDMULTICULTURALORINTER CULTURALEDUCATION4HESE
CONCERNSBECAMEINCREASINGLYURGENTDURINGTHECOURSEOFTHEPROJECTINTHELIGHTOFDEVELOPMENTS
AROUNDEDUCATIONALREFORMSIN#YPRUS ANDWITHREGARDTOTHEPOTENTIALDOWNGRADINGOFARTS EDUCATIONIN
STATESCHOOLS)NDEED CENTRALTOTHEPROJECT²SMISSIONHASBEENTOADVOCATEFORINCLUSIVELEARNING
ENVIRONMENTSWITHINTHECURRENTREALITYOFMULTICULTURALSCHOOLINGENVIRONMENTSTHATNEEDTO
ACCOMMODATENOTONLY¯OTHERS°ASTHESEAREDEFINEDETHNICALLYORLEGALLY BUTALSOACCOMMODATEOTHER
KINDSOFLEARNING OTHERKINDSOFEXPRESSION ANDOTHERWAYSOFUNDERSTANDINGANDRELATINGTOTHEWORLD
ANDTOEACHOTHER
4HISINFORMATIONALPACKAGEPRESENTSTHEDEVELOPMENTOFTHEPROGRAMME ITSSTRUCTURE METHODOLOGY 
CONTENT ANDBRINGSFORWARDSOMEREFLECTIONONTHEPROJECT²SFINDINGS INASMUCHASITISPOSSIBLETODOSO
CONCURRENTLY)TSPURPOSEISTOPROPOSEPARTICULARMETHODSEDUCATIONAL CREATIVE ANDINSTITUTIONAL THAT
MAYBEADAPTEDBYOTHERARTCENTERS SCHOOLTEACHERS ANDARTEDUCATORS4HEPACKAGEISDIVIDEDINFOUR
PARTS0ART)PRESENTSTHESTORY THEAIMS ANDTHESTRUCTUREFORTHEPROJECT0ART))PROVIDESANOVERVIEW
OFTHETHEORETICALCONTEXTTHATSHAPEDITSDEVELOPMENT0ART)))PRESENTSTHEEDUCATIONALMATERIALS
DEVELOPEDDURINGTHECOURSEOFTHEPROJECT WHICHMAYBEADAPTEDFORUSEELSEWHERE0ART)6PRESENTSAN
ASSESSMENTOFTHEPROJECT COLLECTINGBITSOFFEEDBACKANDFINDINGS COMBINEDWITHVISUALMATERIALTHAT
ILLUSTRATESMOSTOFTHEACTIVITIESDESCRIBEDINTHEPREVIOUSCHAPTER0ART6PUTSFORWARDTHEWAYSINWHICH
THEPROGRAMMEANDITSOUTCOMESWEREPRESENTEDTOTHECOMMUNITY THEGENERALPUBLIC ANDINTERESTED
EXPERTSTHROUGHEVENTS WORKSHOPSANDANINTERNATIONALCONFERENCE&INALLY 0ART6)PROVIDESNOTA
CONCLUSION BUTRATHERMOREHUMBLY SOMEREFLECTIONSONTHEJOURNEYOFWHICHTHISISONLYABEGINNING
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The Story of the Project
Working with the local
community: blurring the
lines between “experts”
and “target audiences”

4HE%LENEIO0RIMARY-UNICIPAL3CHOOLIN.ICOSIA #YPRUS ISASMALLSCHOOLWITHALONGANDILLUSTRIOUS
HISTORYFORTHERISINGURBANMIDDLECLASSESDURINGTHETHCENTURYTHATFINDSITSAREAUNDERGOINGACYCLE
OFECONOMICDECLINEANDRAPIDGENTRIFICATION ASWELLASFLUCTUATIONSINSTUDENTENROLMENTNUMBERS1 In
 MEMBERSOFTHE0ARENTS²!SSOCIATIONOFTHE%LENEIOREQUESTEDTHEHELPOFITSNEIGHBORING0OINT
#ENTREFOR#ONTEMPORARY!RTINORDERTOPROMOTETHESCHOOLWITHTHEAIMOFINCREASINGENROLMENTS
4HISINVITATIONWASMOTIVATEDBYFEARSFORTHESCHOOL²SPOTENTIALCLOSUREINTHEFACEOFADWINDLING
STUDENTPOPULATION
0OINT#ENTRERESPONDEDTOTHISCALLBYBEGINNINGTOWORKCLOSELYWITHTHE3CHOOL$IRECTOR ,IA
+ITROMILIDOUANDBYBRINGINGINEXPERTSTODEVELOPWORKSHOPSSPECIFICALLYFORTHECHILDRENOF%LENEIO
0OINT#ENTRE²SPLANFORACLOSERCOLLABORATIONWITHTHE3CHOOLANDAMOREAMBITIOUSANDTHOROUGH
ART EDUCATIONALAGENDATHATWOULDACTIVELYANDCRITICALLYENGAGEWITHTHESOCIALISSUESATHAND SUCCEEDED
INGAININGTHEFINANCIALSUPPORTOF%%!'RANTSFORASIX MONTHPERIODIN 
4HEPROGRAMMEINVOLVEDTHEDESIGNOFTHREEROUNDSOFWORKSHOPSFORTHEWHOLESCHOOL EACH
RESPONDINGTOADIFFERENTPERIODICEXHIBITIONAT0OINT#ENTRE WHICHMEANSTHATEACHSTUDENTVISITED
THREE0OINTEXHIBITIONSANDTOOKPARTINTHREEDIFFERENTWORKSHOPS CREATEDSPECIFICALLYFORTHEIRAGE
GROUP"UTALTHOUGHCONTACTWITHTHECHILDRENWASTHEFOCUS ABIGPARTOFTHEPROGRAMMEINVOLVED
SECURINGPERMISSIONSANDCREATINGTHENECESSARYINSTITUTIONALCONDITIONS

Institutional bridges

Feedback meeting
with teachers at the
school (April 6, 2015).

)NTHEFIRSTINSTANCETHE0OINT %LENEIO4EAMWORKEDWITHTHECHILDRENOFTHE%LENEIO3CHOOLASAPILOT
THAT®ASIDEFROMITSEDUCATIONALASPECTS®ALSOPRODUCEDAMODELOFINSTITUTIONALCOLLABORATIONTHAT ITIS
HOPED WILLFINDAPPLICATIONMOREBROADLY4HEPROGRAMMEENGAGEDWITHEDUCATORS WITHTHESCHOOL
ADMINISTRATION THETEACHERS ANDTHEINFRASTRUCTUREOFTHELOCALEDUCATIONALSYSTEMINABROADERSENSEBY
INVOLVINGTHE-INISTRYOF%DUCATIONAND#ULTURE ASWELLASTEACHERSANDART EDUCATORSLOCALLYAND
INTERNATIONALLY THROUGHITSEVENTS
4HEBUREAUCRATICPROCESSOFSECURINGTHENECESSARYPERMISSIONSINORDERTORUNTHEEDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMME FROMTHESIDEOFTHE-INISTRY TENDSTOBETIME CONSUMING$ESPITETHEPERSONALGOODWILL
ONTHESIDEOFTHE-INISTRYANDTHE3CHOOL ITISSAFETOSAYTHATTHEREISLITTLEPRECEDENTORESTABLISHED
PROCESSESTHATCANVET ACCOMMODATEORENCOURAGEMEANINGFUL NON FRAGMENTARY.'/INVOLVEMENT
)NDEED ARGUABLY ITISTHEROLEOFPROGRAMMESSUCHASTHISONETOWORK
TOWARDSTHECREATIONOFTHESECONDITIONS

February 2015
meeting with alumni
committee to help
with the organisation
of a fund-raising event,
for June 2015.

4HE0OINT %LENEIOPROGRAMME THEREFORE DESPITETHEUNWAVERING
SUPPORTOFTHE3CHOOL$IRECTORFROMTHEVERYBEGINNING ASWELLASTHAT
OFTHE3CHOOL)NSPECTORONTHESIDEOFTHE-INISTRY BEGANITSWORKON
THEPROVISIONTHATITWOULDDONOTHINGTOINTERVENEORCREATE
DISTRACTIONSFROMTHEUSUALRUNNINGOFTHESCHOOL WOULDNOTPLACEANY
ADDITIONALRESPONSIBILITIESONTHESTAFF ANDWOULDHAVENOEXPECTATIONS
BEYONDTHECHILDREN²SPHYSICALPARTICIPATIONINTHEWORKSHOPSONTHE
PRE SETDATES!LTHOUGHTHISMAYSOUNDLIMITEDANDPRECLUDINGMOST
FORMSOFMEANINGFULENGAGEMENT ITWASALREADYASUCCESS!FTERA
PROCESSOFTRUST BUILDING THEPROGRAMMEWASABLETOEXPANDITS
ACTIVITIESINCLOSERCOLLABORATIONWITHTHETEACHERS

First meeting with
members of the
Parents Association in
November 2014 at
Point Centre.

1

&ORTHESCHOOLYEAR THESCHOOLHADATOTALOFSTUDENTS WITHCOMBINEDCLASSROOMSFORYEARSTHREEANDFOUR ANDYEARSFIVEANDSIX
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The content of the
programme

Photos taken by students for an optional activity for
which they were given photographic and
audio-recording equipment and invited to take
photos and sound-recordings of important
landmarks, which weren't on the usual maps
(March 2015, in collaboration with teachers Pieros
Kezou and Andri Moustaka).

04

4HEPROGRAMME²SMISSIONWASTOENGAGEINTHEPROMOTIONOFDEMOCRATICVALUESANDHUMANRIGHTS 
SPECIFICALLYFOCUSINGONFREEDOMOFTHOUGHT FREEDOMOFRELIGIONANDBELIEF NON DISCRIMINATION AND
FREEDOMOFEXPRESSION)TWASDESIGNEDTOENCOURAGEPARTICIPATIONANDTHEEXPRESSIONOFNEEDSAND
VALUESTOWARDSDEVELOPINGAPPRECIATIONFORCULTURALDIVERSITY
)TISIMPORTANTTONOTETHATTHEPROGRAMMEDIDNOTFOCUSONMULTICULTURALISMASATHEME BUTRATHER
TREATEDITASACONSTANTANDBEAUTIFULREALITY MAKINGUSEOFTHEEXPRESSIVEQUALITIESOFARTTOPROMOTEA
POSITIVEUNDERSTANDINGOFCULTUREANDITSDIVERSITYINTHESTUDENTS²EVERYDAYLIVES)TENCOURAGEDSTUDENTS
TODEVELOPTHEIROWNUNIQUECULTURALANDCREATIVESENSIBILITIESANDGAINNEWPRACTICALCREATIVESKILLSAND
EXPRESSIVETOOLS TOCOMETOTERMSANDAPPRECIATETHEIROWNANDOTHERS²DIFFERENCE ANDTOSHARETHEIR
VIEWSANDEXPERIENCES)TALSOTREATEDTHEMANDATTEMPTEDTOEMPOWERTHEMASEXPERTSEXPERTSIN
THEIRCOMMUNITY INTHESCHOOLANDITSAREA ONTHEIRCOUNTRIESOFORIGINANDTHEIRCULTURE ASWELLAS
EXPERTSINTHETHINGSTHATTHEYENJOYANDTHATHELPTHEMLEARN4HEEDUCATIONALACTIVITIESDEVELOPED
DURINGTHISSTAGEOFTHEPROJECTAREPRESENTEDIN0ART)))INWHATFOLLOWS INTHEFORMOFSCRIPTSTOBE
CRITICALLYCONSIDEREDANDPOTENTIALLYADAPTEDFORFUTUREUSE
4HEPROJECTIONOFTHEPROGRAMMEASSOMETHINGEXTRANEOUSANDPOTENTIALLYBURDENSOMETO
THENORMALOPERATIONSOFTHESCHOOLBEGANTOCHANGEASITSGOALSANDBENEFITSSTARTEDTO
BECOMEEVIDENTINPRACTICE4EACHERSGRADUALLYBECAMEMOREINTERESTEDANDINVOLVED AND
WILLINGTOALLOWFORMORETIMEANDADVANCECO ORDINATIONINTHEUNDERSTANDINGTHATTHE
PROGRAMMEWASABLETOREINFORCETHESCHOOL²SEXISTINGEDUCATIONALGOALSBYCOMPLEMENTING
THECURRICULUMANDBYHELPINGTOMOTIVATETHESTUDENTSINNEWWAYS
4HESTUDENTS²PLEASUREINPARTICIPATINGANDTHEIRANTICIPATIONOFFUTUREWORKSHOPSWASAKEY
FACTORFORTHISCHANGE ASWELLASTHEBUILDINGOFPERSONALRELATIONSHIPSOFTRUSTBETWEENTHE
0OINT %LENEIOTEAMANDTHETEACHERS!NOTHERKEYFACTORWASTHEPROGRAMME²SOPENINVITATION
TOTHETEACHERSTOPARTICIPATECREATIVELY IFTHEYWISHED ANDINANYWAYTHEYLIKED)TPROVIDED
AWAYFORTHEMTOEXPERIMENTWITHNEWPEDAGOGICPRACTICESANDMETHODOLOGIESTHATTHEYMAY
NOTHAVETHECHANCEORTHESUPPORTTOTRYOUTINTHEIREVERYDAYCLASSROOMS ANDTOBRING
FORWARDTHEIROWNINTERESTSANDEDUCATIONALPRIORITIES
!NDSOAFTERANINITIALPROCESSOFTRUST BUILDING ANDWITHTHETEACHERS²COLLABORATION THE
programme began to be understood more like an available tool providing material and
PRACTICALHELPTHATCOULDFURTHERTHETEACHERS²EXISTINGEDUCATIONALGOALS4HEREDEVELOPEDA
DEEPERRELATIONSHIPOFCOLLABORATIONWITHTHESCHOOLANDTHETEACHERSANDTHE0OINT %LENEIO
TEAMSTARTEDTOPARTICIPATEINTHEAFTERNOONSESSIONSOF%LENEIO²S!LL$AY3CHOOL)NANUMBER
OFWAYSTHISWASONEOFTHEPROJECT²SMOREINTERESTINGASPECTS
4HESESESSIONS DESIGNEDANDEXECUTEDINCLOSECOLLABORATIONWITH!LL $AY 3CHOOLTEACHERAND
RESEARCHERININTER CULTURALEDUCATION0ANAYIOTIS0ANTELI ALLOWEDTHE0OINT %LENEIOTEAMTO
USECRITICALPEDAGOGICAPPROACHESINAMOREFOCUSEDMANNERANDALOOSERTIME FRAME TOBRING
OUTANDRESPONDTOTHESTUDENTS²OWNINTERESTSANDSUGGESTIONS WORKINGMORECLOSELYWITH
THECOMBINEDCLASSESOFYEARSFIVEANDSIX1

Images from voluntary activities developed
with students of the Eleneio All Day School in
close collaboration with teacher Panayiotis
Panteli (years five and six). The sessions took
a critical, experimental, pedagogic approach,
with the students also entering the process as
collaborators and bringing in their own
concerns and creative interests.

1

4HESTUDENTSOFYEARSFIVEANDSIXPROVEDTHEMOSTCHALLENGINGTOENGAGEDURINGTHEPROJECT²SPREVIOUSSTAGEOFISOLATEDWORKSHOPSBASEDON0OINT²S
EXHIBITIONPROGRAMME5NDERSTANDABLY THESEAGESWERELESSCOMPLIANTWITHINTHECONTEXTTHEYWEREINVITEDTOBECREATIVEOREXPRESSIVE4HEYWEREMORE
PRONETOCLAIM¯LACKOFUNDERSTANDING°RATHERTHANENGAGEWITH0OINT²SEXHIBITIONS ANDLESSTRUSTINGOFTHE0OINT %LENEIOTEAM²SSUGGESTIONSTHATTHEYWERE
FREETOEXPRESSTHEMSELVESOPENLY/NTHEWHOLETHECHALLENGEWASTOBRINGTHEMTOCONSIDERTHEIROWNIMMEDIATERESPONSESANDPERSONALINTERESTSAS
LEGITIMATELYCREATIVEORASPOTENTIALLYFRUITFULORENJOYABLESTARTING PLACESFOREDUCATIONALACTIVITIES
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Community engagement
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3IMULTANEOUSLY ABIGPARTOFTHEPROGRAMMEAIMEDATENGAGINGTHECOMMUNITYOFTHESCHOOLIN
CONVERSATIONSANDACTIONSCONCERNINGTHENEEDSOFTHESCHOOLASPERCEIVEDBYTHEDIFFERENT
STAKE HOLDERS ANDASPARTOFBROADERDEBATES
An art-educational activity working
with sound, movement and colour,
initially developed for Yiannis
Christofides's exhibition, was then
developed into an interactive
installation for the general public. It
was presented at a community
event / public space intervention in
the near-by area, and the parents
of the children were invied to take
part (Urban Gorilla's Fouskopolis,
April 2015).

4HROUGHOUTTHEYEARASERIESOFPUBLICEVENTSWEREORGANISEDAROUNDTHEPROGRAMME²SCREATIVE
OUTCOMESANDFINDINGS CULMINATINGINAN%XHIBITIONOFTHECHILDREN²SWORKAT0OINT#ENTRE
4HEPROGRAMMEINVOLVEDTHELOCALCOMMUNITYBYDOINGITSBESTTOADDRESSTHESTUDENTS²PARENTSAND
FAMILIESTHROUGHSMALLEVENTS BYCONNECTINGWITHTHESCHOOLALUMNIINMEETINGS ANDBYFINDING
OPPORTUNITIESTOADDRESSTHEGENERALPUBLICTHATPASSESTHROUGHTHE.ICOSIACITY CENTRE2 Through these
INTERACTIONS BOTHTHECONTEXTOFTHEPROGRAMMEANDONEOFITSRECURRENTUNDERLYINGTHEMESWASTHE
RAPIDTRANSFORMATIONANDGENTRIFICATIONOFTHEAREAINCONNECTIONTOISSUESOFPOVERTYANDSOCIAL
INEQUALITY)SSUESTHATLIEATALAGERLYNEGLECTEDINTERSECTIONOFEDUCATIONALPOLICYANDURBANPLANNING
4HEPROGRAMMEBEGANTODRAWCONNECTIONSBETWEENTHESEISSUES INTHEFIRSTINSTANCEBYCHALLENGINGTHE
DOMINANTDISTINCTIONBETWEENSCHOOLSOFíGOODREPUTATIONíAND¯MULTICULTURALSCHOOLS°4HELATTER AN
ILLUSIONARYLABELGIVENTHEMULTICULTURALREALITYACROSSTHEEDUCATIONALSYSTEM MAYNEVERTHELESSDETER
ENROLMENTSINLOCALSCHOOLSAND TOSOCIALEXCLUSION ANDCULTIVATEXENOPHOBIAANDDISCRIMINATION4HE
0OINT %LENEIOTEAMWORKEDTOBRINGTHESEDISCUSSIONSTOTHEFOREGROUND CULTIVATEAWARENESS AND
CREATEROUTESOFCOMMUNICATION®ANDATTHESAMETIMETOPROMOTEANDEMPHASISETHEGREATVALUEOF
SOCIALLYDIVERSEANDMULTI ETHNICEDUCATIONALENVIRONMENTS4HEPROGRAMMEALSOENGAGEDTHESCHOOL²S
ALUMNINETWORKINITIALLYTOASSISTTHE%LENEIO0ARENTS²!SSOCIATIONWITHFUNDRAISING BUTALSOASACORE
GROUPFORTHEPROMOTIONOFDEBATEAROUNDINTERCULTURALEDUCATIONANDLEARNINGTHROUGHART
!DDITIONALLY THEPROGRAMMECIRCUMSTANTIALLYCONNECTEDWITHOTHERSCHOOLSINTHEAREA4HISINTRODUCED
CONSIDERATIONSBEYONDTHECASEOFTHE%LENEIO ANDALTHOUGHTHESEISSUESCANNOTBEAPPROPRIATELYHANDLED
HERE THETEAMALSOCAMETOTAKEINTOACCOUNTQUESTIONSAROUNDINNER CITYDEVELOPMENTANDGENTRIFICATION 
ANDCONNECTEDWITHOTHERLOCALPROJECTSANDSCHOOLS3TOTHINKABOUTSOCIALSEGREGATIONINCONNECTIONTO
EDUCATIONALPOLICY

The programme’s
academic aspects

)TBECAMEEVIDENTTHROUGHTHEPROGRAMMETHATINTHEABSENCEOFLOCALDEBATEAROUNDITSCENTRALTHEMES 
ITHADTOCREATEITSOWNOPPORTUNITIESFORTHEASSESSMENTANDLEGITIMISATIONTOOFFITSFINDINGS)THADTO
FINDAWAYTOCONTRIBUTEINALASTINGWAYTOLOCALANDINTERNATIONALDEBATEONARTLEARNINGANDEDUCATION 
EDUCATIONTHROUGHART ANDTHEVALUESOFINTER CULTURALEDUCATIONINABROADERSENSE ASWELLASTOTHE
POTENTIALEDUCATIONALROLEOFARTINSTITUTIONS
!SIDEFROMHOLDINGASERIESOFWORKSHOPSADDRESSEDTOLOCALTEACHERSANDMUSEUMPROFESSIONALS THE
0OINT %LENEIOTEAMWENTONTOORGANISEANACADEMICCONFERENCEUNDERTHEHEADING¯#ONTEMPORARY
-USEUMAND'ALLERY%DUCATIONPRACTICES,OCAL#OMMUNITIESMEET'LOBAL.ARRATIVES°-AY  
 PRESENTEDIN0ART6 4HECONFERENCEBROUGHTTOGETHERLOCALANDINTERNATIONALEXPERTSTOSHARE
RESEARCHANDREFLECTIONONBESTPRACTICES4)TWASORGANISEDINCOLLABORATIONWITHTHE&INE!RTS
0ROGRAMME 5NIVERSITYOF.ICOSIA ANDALSOGAINEDTHESUPPORTOFTHE6ISUAL3OCIOLOGYAND-USEUM
3TUDIES,ABOFTHE#YPRUS5NIVERSITYOF4ECHNOLOGY4HE0OINT %LENEIOPROGRAMMETHUSCREATEDABRIDGE
NOTONLYBETWEENTHESETWOINSTITUTIONS ANDWITH0OINT#ENTRE BUTALSOCONNECTEDTHEMINANETWORK
WITHANUMBEROFLOCALANDINTERNATIONALORGANISATIONS REPRESENTATIVESOFWHICHCAMETOPARTICIPATEIN
THE#ONFERENCEANDCOMPARETHEIRWORKANDFINDINGS5

2

3
4
5

5

7ITHREGARDTO0OINT²SENGAGEMENTWITHTHEPARENTS ITISIMPORTANTTONOTETHAT0OINT²SEDUCATIONALINVOLVEMENTWITHTHESCHOOLCAMEINRESPONSETOAN
INVITATIONBYPARENTSINTHEFIRSTPLACE4HISMAKESTHISANEXCEPTIONALCASEBUTATTHESAMETIMEITREVEALS0OINT²SPRE EXISTINGRELATIONSHIPWITHTHESCHOOL IN
EMPLOYINGMEMBERSOFTHELOCALCOMMUNITYFORITSOPERATIONS4HISCOINCIDENCECONNECTEDTHEART CENTREWITHTHELOCALLABOURMARKETANDDUETOTHE
ART CENTRE²SSMALLSIZE ALLOWEDFORTHEDEVELOPMENTOFANATURALRAPPORTAROUNDLOCALNEWSANDPROBLEMS)TISIMPORTANTTOEMPHASISE THEREFORE THEVALUE
OFRECRUITINGFROMTHELOCALCOMMUNITYANDTHEIMPORTANCEOFTHISASAMATTEROFPOLICY
&ORMOREINFORMATIONSEE%VANTHIA4SELIKA²SFORCOMINGARTICLEIN%NGAGEJOURNALENTITLED¯%XPLORINGTHENOTIONOFRESILIENCEINMUSEUMANDGALLERYEDUCATION
ENVIRONMENTSWITHINDIVIDEDCITYCONTEXTSACASEFROM.ICOSIA #YPRUS° 
4HEFIRSTCONFERENCEON-USEUM%DUCATIONAND!RT%DUCATIONTOTAKEPLACEIN#YPRUS
4HECONFERENCE²SFIRSTKEYNOTESPEAKERWAS$R6IV'OLDING 0RESIDENTOF)#-% AND0ROGRAMME$IRECTOROF,EARNING6ISITOR3TUDIES 3ENIOR,ECTURERIN
#OMMUNICATION%DUCATION 3CHOOLOF-USEUM3TUDIES 5NIVERSITYOF,EICESTER WHOGAVEAKEYNOTEUNDERTHETITLE¯-USEUM%DUCATIONWITH#OMMUNITIES
5SINGFEMINIST HERMENEUTICSTOCHALLENGEPREJUDICEANDSTEREOTYPE°4HESECONDKEYNOTEWAS*ESSICA'OGANOF)NSTITUTO-%3! 2IODE*ANEIRO WHOSE
PRESENTATIONWASENTITLED¯0OETICSPACES%THICAL,ANGUAGES,ABORATORIESOF!RT3OCIAL0RACTICEIN"RAZIL°0RESENTATIONSWEREALSOMADEBY*ULIE#ARMEAN 
$R.IKI3IOKI 3TEFANIA3AVVA )OANNA$ANAI'IAMPILI $R2ENI'IANNIMARA 0ROF!NTONIS(OURDAKISAND$R3OFIA4ROULI $R4HEOPISTI3TYLIANOU ,AMBERT $R
2ENl#ARRAZ !NNA-ERRY 6ERONIKA!NTONIOU 9IORGOS(ADJICHRISTOU -ARINA4SEKOU!THENA%XARCHOU $R!SSIMINA+ANIARI $R.IKI.IKONANOU $R6ERA
"ONEVA +ATERINA3TEPHANIDES 3OPHIA$IAMANTOPOULOU $ESPO0ASIA #HRYSTALLA!NTONIOU $R!NDRI3AVVA 3OFHIA2OSSIDOU %LI4RIMIS ,JUDMILA$JUKIC
.ASSIA#HOURMOUZIADI %IRINI$ELIDAKI $R$IMITRA#HRISTIDOUAND$R3ARA'RUT $R%STHER3AYERS cZG|L%ZGIN !RGYRO4OUMAZOU AND:EHRA3ONYA
4HE!LUMNI#OMMITTEEWASMADEUPOF2ENA&OTSIOU HEADOFTHE0ARENTS!SSOCIATION ,IA+ITROMILIDOUTHE3CHOOL$IRECTOR !NNA#HARALAMBOUSONBEHALF
OFTHE3CHOOL!UTHORITY $EMETRA-ESSIOUTHE3CHOOL)NSPECTORONBEHALFOFTHE-INISTRYOF%DUCATIONAND#ULTURE AND%LENEIOALUMNI!NDREAS!GROTIS 
.ANCY3TYLIANOU +ATE/IKONOMIDOU AND%LENI+ONTEATI
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The Point-Eleneio Team
Building a team

4HEPROGRAMMESDEVELOPMENTTHATOFITSART EDUCATIONALMETHODS ITSACADEMICPOSITIONINGASWELLAS
ITSMEANSOFCREATINGCONNECTIONSBETWEENDIFFERENTKINDSOFEDUCATIONALANDINSTITUTIONALPRACTICE IS
REFLECTEDINITSDEVELOPMENTASACOLLABORATIVESTRUCTURE4HISSECTION THEREFORE ALSOCONTAINSOUR
ACKNOWLEDGMENTSANDOURGRATITUDEFOREVERYONEINVOLVED
4HECOREOFTHE0OINT %LENEIO4EAMWASMADEUPOFTHEPROGRAMMECO ORDINATOR #HRYSTALLENI,OIZIDOU
0H$ AND%VANTHIA4SELIKA0H$ THEPROGRAMME²SLEADEDUCATIONALCONSULTANT-USEUMEDUCATOR
)OANNA-AKIJOINEDTHECORETEAMFORTHEFINALSTAGESOFTHEPROGRAMME LENDINGHEREXPERTISEINORDER
TOASSESSANDPROCESSITSDOCUMENTATIONANDFINDINGSFORTHE0OINT %LENEIO%XHIBITIONAT0OINT#ENTRE 
ANDFORTHE)NFORMATIONAL0ACKAGEWRITE UP ASWELLASTOPROVIDESUPPORTFORTHE#ONFERENCE
4HECORETEAMWORKEDWITHTHE0ARENT²S!SSOCIATIONANDESPECIALLYITSCURRENTPRESIDENT2ENA&OTSIOU 
ASWELLAS#OSTAS'EORGIOUTHE!SSOCIATION²SPREVIOUSPRESIDENT THEPERSONWHOHADINITIALLYSUGGESTED
0OINT²SCOLLABORATIONWITHTHE%LENEIO3CHOOL/UTOFTHISPROCESS WHICHINITIALLYAIMEDATTHE
DEVELOPMENTOFCOMMUNITYEVENTSFORTHE3CHOOL AN!LUMNI#OMMITTEEWASCALLEDTOGETHERTOWORK
TOWARDSFUND RAISINGTOCOVERTHESCHOOL²SNEEDS ACOMMITTEETHATWENTONTOTAKEALIFEOFITSOWNAND
THEACTIVITIESOFWHICHNOWREACHWELLBEYONDTHESCOPEOFTHISPROJECT
4HEINITIALSETOFWORKSHOPS PRESENTEDIN0ART)))INWHATFOLLOWS WEREDEVELOPEDINCLOSECOLLABORATION
WITHCOMPOSERANDSOUND ARTIST9IANNIS#HRISTOFIDES WHOSEWORKWASEXHIBITEDAT0OINT#ENTREATTHE
TIMEANDSERVEDASTHESUBJECTMATTERFORTHEINITIALROUNDOFWORKSHOPS#ONTACTWITHTHEARTISTWAS
ALSOANELEMENTINTHETHIRDROUNDOFWORKSHOPS WHEREARTIST#HRISTODOULOS0ANAYIOTOU CAMEINTOBE
INTERVIEWEDBYTHECHILDREN ANACTIVITYDEVELOPEDESPECIALLY ATTHEREQUESTOFTHETEACHERS

Volunteers

School and Ministry
collaborators

)NTHEFIRSTINSTANCE ONTHEDELIVERYANDDOCUMENTATIONOFTHEWORKSHOPSAT0OINT#ENTRETHECORE
TEAMWORKEDWITH-ARINA!NDREOUAND.ATALIA!NTONIOU BOTHOFWHOMVOLUNTEEREDASPARTOFTHEIR
&INE!RTAND$ESIGNTRAININGWITHTHE5NIVERSITYOF.ICOSIA AND!NASTASIA-AGNITIWHOVOLUNTEEREDAS
PARTOFHERINTERNSHIPWITH0OINT#ENTRE

4HESHAPEOFTHEPROGRAMMEWASDEVELOPEDINCOLLABORATIONWITHTHE$IRECTOROFTHE%LENEIO3CHOOL 
,IA+ITROMILIDOU ANDITRANINCLOSECOLLABORATIONWITHTHE%LENEIO3CHOOL3ECRETARY%FI-AGNITI UNDER
THESUPERVISIONOFTHE0RIMARY%DUCATION)NSPECTORATTHE-INISTRYOF%DUCATIONAND#ULTUREOFTHE
2EPUBLICOF#YPRUS $R$EMETRA-ESSIOU ANDWITHTHESUPPORTOFTHE-INISTER #OSTAS+ADIS
4HESCHOOL²SMUSICTEACHER 0IEROS+EZOUCOLLABORATEDONTHEDESIGNANDEXECUTIONOFASERIESOF
FOLLOW UPACTIVITIES ASDID!NDRI-OUSTAKATHEVICE PRINCIPALOF%LENEIOANDHEAD TEACHERFORTHETH
THYEAR -ARIA0ANTZARARDANDTHYEARTEACHER ALSOCONTRIBUTEDSIGNIFICANTLY WHILEALLEDUCATORSAT
THESCHOOLCONTRIBUTEDWITHVALUABLECOMMENTSANDFEEDBACK
(ALFWAYTHROUGHTHEPROJECT 0ANAYIOTIS0ANTELI TEACHERFORTHE%LENEIO/PTIONAL!LL DAY3CHOOL AND
INTER CULTURALEDUCATIONRESEARCHERJOINEDTHETEAMTOCO DEVELOPASERIESOFEXPERIMENTALAFTERNOON
ACTIVITIESFORTHETHANDTHGRADESTUDENTSATTENDINGTHE!LL $AY3CHOOL
We are grateful to all the above for their contributions and creative input. We would also like to thank Annie
Damianou who came in to work on the graphic design and dissemination aspects of the project. We are grateful
to Alkis Hadjiandreou for being there to reflect ideas with throughout the process, and especially for his help
with the second round of workshops. We would also like to thank Thalia Panayiotou for her invaluable support as
the EEA Programme Operator. We also owe thanks to all the conference participants for helping us enrich and
broaden the community of people and ideas around the project. And finally, most significantly, we would like to
thank the students of the Eleneio.
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Considering theories and criticisms around social engagement
Evanthia Tselika
Project Educational Consultant
Point Centre for Contemporary Art has already
provided opportunities for both students and their
parents that would otherwise be out of their reach...
the centre with the school's staff cooperation has
acted as a link, connecting the school with its
surroundings
(Part IV, Sharing Thoughts)
Panayiotis Panteli
Educator and Researcher.
Eleneio Optional All-Day School

On Photography and Architecture,
Part III
4HECOLLABORATIONOFCONTEMPORARYARTCENTRESWITHSCHOOLS ASPARTOFAWIDERPROGRAMMEOF
ENGAGEMENTWITHTHEIRLOCALCOMMUNITIESRAISESQUESTIONSSUCHASWHATDOESITMEANTO±ENGAGE²AND
HOWARESOCIALLYENGAGEDARTPRACTICESBEINGINTERPRETEDANDAPPLIEDWITHININSTITUTIONAL%UROPEAN
ENVIRONMENTS2ESEARCHINTOSOCIALLYENGAGEDARTPRACTICESREVEALSAPEDAGOGICALASPECTTHATISOFTEN
ASSOCIATEDWITHAWIDERSOCIALTURNINCONTEMPORARYARTPRACTICES#LAIRE"ISHOPPOINTSTOTHE
CANCELLATIONOF±-ANIFESTA²IN.ICOSIA #YPRUSATTRIBUTEDTOTHEETHNO NATIONALSEGREGATIONAND
POLITICALDIVISIONOFTHEISLAND ASTHEMOMENTWHENTHETURNTOWARDSTHEEDUCATIONALSTRUCTUREOFART
ACCELERATED"ISHOP P !RTIST$AVE"EECHPOINTSOUTTHATINORDERTO¯UNDERSTANDTHETURNTO
PEDAGOGY°ITISNECESSARYTO¯LOCATEITWITHINTHISDISCURSIVEFIELDOFRELATIONAL ANTAGONISTICANDDIALOGICAL
PRACTICE°ANDTOCOMPREHENDITTHROUGHBROADERCHANGESTHATCANBEDEFINEDAS¯ANEWSOCIALONTOLOGY
OFART°"EECH P 4OM&INKELPEARL THEPREVIOUSDIRECTOROF1UEENS-USEUMIN.EW9ORK
#ITY WRITINGABOUTSOCIALLYENGAGEDPRACTICESINTHECONTEXTOFMUSEUMEDUCATIONDEPARTMENTSARGUES
THATMUSEUMEDUCATIONDEPARTMENTSINTHESWEREMORESOCIALLYEXPERIMENTALTHANTHEIRCURATORIAL
COUNTERPARTS ASTHEYWEREINFLUENCEDBYTHEIRCOMMITMENTTOCOMMUNITYOUTREACH&INKELPEARL 
P 4HISOBSERVATIONCONCURSWITHINCREASINGDEBATESINRECENTYEARSABOUTTHE¯EDUCATIONALTURN°
ANDTHEPEDAGOGICMODELSTHATHAVEBEENPREVALENTINCONTEMPORARYARTANDCULTURALPRACTICESSEEFOR
EXAMPLEDISCUSSIONBY2OGOFF 
4HEWORDSCITIZENPOWER CITIZENCONTROL PARTNERSHIP TOKENISM PARTICIPATIONANDINVOLVEMENTAREOFTEN
ENCOUNTEREDWITHINCULTURALANDCIVICPROGRAMMESOFCITIZENINVOLVEMENTANDSOCIALENGAGEMENT4HE
SHAREDSPACESANDENGAGEMENTZONESPROPOSEDANDENACTEDCANNOTBUTGENERATEAPROCESSOFREFLECTION
ASTOHOWENGAGEMENTANDPARTICIPATIONARETHUSINTERPRETEDANDAPPLIED/NCIUL  1 Alison Rooke
#ENTREFOR5RBANAND#OMMUNITY2ESEARCHAT'OLDSMITHS ,ONDON INTHEREPORTCurating Community?
The Relational and Agonistic Value of Participatory Arts in Superdiverse Localities WHICHWASPARTOFTHE
!(2# FUNDEDCultural ValuePROJECT REFLECTSONAWORKSHOPWHICHDIRECTLYADDRESSEDCOMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENTANDPARTICIPATIONTHROUGHTHEARTS2OOKEWRITES INDIALOGUEWITHCONTEMPORARYLITERATURE
ONTHESUBJECT THATASPUBLICANDPRIVATEBODIESREALISETHEPOTENTIALOFPARTICIPATORYANDSOCIALLY
ENGAGEDART THEPROFESSIONALIZATIONOFTHISMETHODOLOGYOFSOCIALPRACTICEISOBSERVED P 4HE
REPORTHIGHLIGHTSHOWSOCIALARTPRACTICESARERELATEDTOEARLIEREFFORTSOFINDEPENDENTSOCIALJUSTICEAND
CHANGEMOVEMENTSANDTHEWAYTHATPARTICIPATIONTHROUGHARTISUSEDWITHINCURRENTURBANREGENERATION
PROCESSES THISLEADINGTOQUESTIONS SUCHASTOWHATTHEPURPOSEOFPARTICIPATIONISANDHOWTHAT
RELATESTOTHEAGENDAOFSOCIALPOLICYANDCORPORATEINTERESTS7ITHINTHISSCHEMATHESOCIALPRACTITIONER
ISINTERPRETEDASAFACILITATORWHOBRINGSTOGETHERDIFFERENTPARTNERSINTOAPROCESSOFCOLLABORATIONAND
WHOMEDIATESTHEPROCESSOFSOCIALENGAGEMENTWITHTHETARGETEDSOCIALGROUP

1

4HEBREAKDOWNPROVIDEDBY3HERRY2!RNSTEININA ladder of Participation DEMONSTRATESDIFFERENTGRADATIONLEVELSOFPARTICIPATIONANDITCANALLOWFORAPROCESS
OFREFLECTIONINRELATIONTOTHEPATTERNSOFENGAGEMENTFACILITATEDBYCONTEMPORARYARTPROGRAMMESTHATAIMFORNEWCITIZENINTEGRATION!NSTEIN²SLADDERSTARTSFROM
THEBOTTOMRUNGSOFTHELADDER -ANIPULATIONAND 4HERAPYWHERETHEOBJECTIVEISTO¯ENABLEPOWERHOLDERSTOíEDUCATEíORíCUREíTHEPARTICIPANTS°
!RNSTEIN P  )NFORMINGAND #ONSULTATIONRELATETOVARYINGNOTIONSOF¯TOKENISM²THATALLOWTHEHAVE NOTSTOHEARANDHAVEAVOICE°IBID WHILST 
0LACATION¯ISSIMPLYAHIGHERLEVELTOKENISMBECAUSETHEGROUNDRULESALLOWHAVE NOTSTOADVISE BUTRETAINFORTHEPOWERHOLDERSTHECONTINUEDRIGHTTODECIDE°IBID 
 0ARTNERSHIPALLOWSCITIZENSTOENTERINTOAPOSITIONOFNEGOTIATIONANDENGAGEMENTWITHTHEPOWERHOLDERS WHILSTATTHETOPOFTHELADDER $ELEGATED0OWER
AND #ITIZEN#ONTROL¯CITIZENSOBTAINTHEMAJORITYOFDECISION MAKINGSEATS ORFULLMANAGERIALPOWER°IBID P 
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Social Engagement in
Museum and
GalleryEducation

)NTHECURRENTCONTEXTOFCONTINUOUSCHANGEWITHINEDUCATIONALSYSTEMSANDPARADIGMS MULTIPLE
CONCERNSAREBEINGADDRESSEDANDEXAMINEDTHEEFFECTSANDDEVELOPMENTSOFGLOBALISATIONAND
TECHNOLOGYADVANCEMENTS IDEOLOGICALEDUCATIONALREFORMSACCORDINGTODIFFERENTGOVERNMENTAGENDAS 
PRIVATEEDUCATIONINCOMPARISONTOSTATEEDUCATIONANDTHEDEVELOPMENTOFINTER CULTURALLEARNING
ENVIRONMENTSAMONGSTOTHERS3UCHDEBATESARETAKINGPLACEACROSSNATIONALBOUNDARIESANDARE
CHARACTERISTICOFDIFFERENTGOVERNMENTSYSTEMS7OODS7OODS $IVERSITY CULTURALDIFFERENCE
ANDWIDERANGINGVOICESAREISSUESFACEDACROSSTHE%UROPEANEDUCATIONALCONTEXTSEE EG 3TUDENT
6OICES%UROPE !SDIFFERENTNATIONALANDETHNICCOMMUNITIESBECOMECITIZENSWITHIN%UROPEAN
STATES SCHOOLENVIRONMENTSAREASKEDTORESPONDTONOTIONSOFMULTIPLEIDENTITIESANDSENSESOF
CULTURALBELONGING4HISPHENOMENONCANBEREADTHROUGH(OMI+"HABHA²SANALYSISOFA¯TRANSNATIONAL
DIMENSIONOFCULTURALFORMATION°WHICHEXISTSINTHE¯MIGRATION DIASPORA DISPLACEMENT RELOCATION°AND
THEWAYTHATCULTUREISTRANSLATEDINTHIS¯NATURALIZED UNIFYINGDISCOURSEOF±NATION²° THEPARTICULARITIES
OFWHICHCANNOTBE¯READILYREFERENCED°ANDWHEREONEBECOMES¯INCREASINGLYAWAREOFTHE
CONSTRUCTIONOFCULTUREANDTHEINVENTIONOFTRADITION°"HABHA  P 
!TTHESAMETIME CURRENTDEVELOPMENTSSUCHASMASSGLOBALTOURISMANDMIGRATORYPROCESSES 
TECHNOLOGICALADVANCEMENTSANDINSTANTCOMMUNICATIONPATTERNSAFFECTTHEDISSEMINATIONOF
INFORMATIONANDACCESSTOINFORMATION4HESESOCIALCHANGESRESHAPETHEWAYDIFFERENTNATIONS AND
SOCIALGROUPSINTERACT ANDTHEWAYMUSEUMSANDGALLERIES ASSPACESOFLEARNINGANDENTERTAINMENTARE
NEGOTIATEDINTHEPRESENTMULTI ETHNICANDMULTI CULTURALCONTEXTOFMOST%UROPEANCITIES4HIS
MULTI ETHNICREALITYHASRESULTEDTOMULTIPLEMUSEUMPROGRAMMESTHATFOCUSONINTER CULTURALDIALOGUE
ACROSS%UROPE"YINTEGRATINGTHEIMPORTANCEOFCO EXISTENCEANDINTER CULTURALDIALOGUEINTHEIR
PROGRAMMINGMUSEUMANDGALLERYSPACESCOULDPOTENTIALLYREINFORCEAWIDERPOLICYPROJECTTHAT
CONTRIBUTESTOFOSTERINGSOCIALANDCULTURALRESPECT"ODO 'IBBS3ANI 

Contemporary
Practices in Museum
Learning with regard
to Multiculturalism
and Integration

On Contemporary art, Part III

4HEINCREASEDINTERESTINTHEFIELDOFMUSEUMEDUCATION EXPERIENCEDINCREASINGLYINTERNATIONALLYFORTHE
LASTTHIRTYYEARS HASBEENASSISTEDBYATURNTOEXPERIENTIALLEARNING WHICHEMPHASISESTHEROLEOFTHE
ACTUALEXPERIENCEWITHINTHELEARNINGPROCESS!QUESTFORMEANINGISATTEMPTEDTHROUGHTHEINTELLECTUAL
ANDEMOTIONALINVOLVEMENTOFTHELEARNERPARTICIPANT AIMINGFORACONCEPTUALPROCESSTOBEGENERATED
4HEOPENINGUPOFTHEMUSEUMTOTHELOCALCOMMUNITYANDTHETRANSITIONTOANAUDIENCEFOCUSED
APPROACH RELATEDTOTHEPARTICIPATORYSHIFTOFCULTURALPRACTICES HASMEANTTHATTHEINTEGRATIONOF
DIVERSESOCIALGROUPSHASCONCERNEDTHEINTERNATIONALMUSEUMCOMMUNITYFORSOMETIME!LREADYFROM
THES MUSEUMSANDINTERNATIONALCULTUREFOUNDATIONSIN%UROPEANDTHE53!BEGUNTORE ASSESS
THEIRPURPOSEANDFUNCTION PLACINGTHEVISITORINTHECENTREOFTHEIRINTERESTSEXHIBITIONS EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMMES MOBILEMUSEUMPROGRAMMESETC ANDINTHEIROPERATIONALSTRUCTURES EXTENDEDHOURS AN
EMPHASISONACCESSIBILITYETC(OOPER 'REENHILL(EIN(OOPER 'REENHILL-OFFAT
7OOLLART 4HESOCIALROLEOFTHEMUSEUMANDGALLERYINSTITUTIONSCANBEREADWITHINAWIDER±SOCIAL
TURN²THATHASANDISBEINGINCREASINGLYADDRESSEDANDDISCUSSED"ISHOP'OLDING&INKELPEARL
 (OWEVEREVENTHOUGHMUSEUMSINTHESTATESOF.ORTHERN%UROPEHAVEENCOURAGEDTHE
PARTICIPATIONOFMIGRANTCOMMUNITIESSINCETHENINETEENNINETIES MUSEUMSIN3OUTHERN%UROPEHAVE
ONLYBEGUNWORKINGWITHMIGRANTSOCIALGROUPSINRECENTYEARS(OOPER 'REENHILL)ERVOLINO 
)NTHELASTFEWYEARSTHEREISANOTEDINCREASEINTHEEDUCATIONALANDCOMMUNITYPROGRAMMESTHATHAVE
BEENCREATEDFORTHEATTRACTIONANDINVOLVEMENTOFMIGRANTGROUPSBY%UROPEANMUSEUMS.EWWAYSOF
APPROACHINGANDRE INTERPRETINGTHEMUSEUMANDGALLERYSPACESAREPRESENTED ANDANEMPHASISPLACED
ONACTIVEINVOLVEMENTANDPARTICIPATORYMODELSOFENGAGEMENT4HE%UROPEAN)NSTITUTEFOR#OMPARATIVE
#ULTURAL2ESEARCH CARRIEDOUTASTUDYONBEHALFOFTHE%UROPEAN#OMISSIONENTITLEDSharing Diversity:
National ApproachesTO)NTERCULTURAL$IALOGUEIN%UROPE4HEMAINOBJECTIVESWERETO¯PROMOTE
INTERCULTURALDIALOGUEASANINSTRUMENTTOASSIST%UROPEANCITIZENS ANDALLTHOSELIVINGINTHE%UROPEAN
5NION TOACQUIRETHEKNOWLEDGEANDABILITIESTODEALWITHAMOREOPENANDMORECOMPLEXENVIRONMENT
ANDTORAISETHEIRAWARENESSOFTHEIMPORTANCEOFDEVELOPINGANACTIVE%UROPEANCITIZENSHIPTHATISOPEN
TOTHEWORLD RESPECTFULOFCULTURALDIVERSITYANDBASEDONCOMMONVALUES°%2)#ARTS P 
4HEABOVESTUDYADDRESSEDHOWINTER CULTURALDIALOGUEANDINTEGRATIONPOLICIESAREDEVELOPEDIN
%UROPEANMUSEUMSANDDESCRIBEDDIFFERENTPOLICYMODELS SUCHASTHOSETHATAREBASEDON¯+NOWLEDGE
CENTREDMULTI CULTURALISMWHICHFOCUSESONANEDUCATIONALSTRATEGYTOINFORMTHEINDIGENOUSLOCALS IN
RELATIONTO±OTHER²CULTURESTHATARETRADITIONALLYUNDERREPRESENTEDORINVISIBLEWITHINTHEMUSEUM
CONTEXT°/RALTERNATIVELY OFEFFORTSTOWARDS¯)NTEGRATING±NEWCITIZENS²WITHINTHEDOMINANTCULTURE
PATTERNS ASSISTINGINTEACHINGMIGRANTGROUPSMOREABOUTTHEHISTORYOFTHECOUNTRY THELANGUAGEANDITS
HERITAGE°%2)#ARTS %VENTHOUGHTHE0OINT %LENEIOPROJECTISRELATEDTOTHESEOVERARCHING
%UROPEANINTEGRATIONPOLICIES ITDISTINGUISHESITSELFFROMSUCHMODELSBYMAINTAININGACRITICALSTANCEFIRST
TONOTIONSOFAHOMOGENEOUS DOMINANT INDIGENOUSCULTURE HISTORY LANGUAGE ANDHERITAGE ASWELLASTO
TOP BOTTOMAPPROACHESTOINTEGRATIONANDTOISSUESOFPARTICIPATION%VENTHOUGHTHEPROJECTWAS
FACILITATEDBYTHEEDUCATIONALTEAMOFTHEARTCENTRE THEFOCUSWASTOCULTIVATEANENVIRONMENTOFJOINT
DECISIONMAKINGWITHTHEDIFFERENTSTAKEHOLDERSOFTHEPROGRAMME SPECIFICALLYTHETEACHERSANDTHE
STUDENTSOF%LENEIOSCHOOL
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Thinking about social
engagement and
museum education in
the case of Nicosia,
Cyprus
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-USEUMEDUCATIONPROGRAMMESIN#YPRUS UNDERSTOODLARGELYASORGANISEDOBJECT ORIENTEDAND
DISPLAY BASEDEDUCATIONALWORKSHOPSDESIGNEDFORYOUNGPEOPLEANDPARTICULARLYPRIMARYSCHOOLGROUPS 
SEEMTOHAVEEMERGEDINTHELATES4HEREWERE HOWEVER EARLIERPEDAGOGICALUSESOF
ARCHAEOLOGICALSITES ARTEFACTCOLLECTIONSANDMUSEUMHERITAGESPACES ASSITESOFLEARNING4HEFIRST
MUSEUMEDUCATIONPROGRAMMEIN#YPRUSCREATEDFORPRIMARYSCHOOLSTUDENTSAPPEARSTOBEAN
EDUCATIONALPROGRAMMEDEVELOPEDBYTHE,EVENTIS-UNICIPAL-USEUMOF.ICOSIAIN,EVENTIS
-UNICIPAL-USEUMOF.ICOSIA 4HEDEPARTMENTOF-USEUM%DUCATIONWITHINTHE-INISTRYOF%DUCATION
AND#ULTUREOFTHE2EPUBLICOF#YPRUSDIDNOTBEGINTORUNEDUCATIONALPROGRAMMESFORSCHOOLGROUPS
FORTHESTATEMUSEUMSUNTIL#YPRUS-USEUM%DUCATION !TPRESENT WITHGALLERYAND
MUSEUMSPACESNOTONLYINCREASINGINNUMBER BUTALSOBECOMINGAWARE®INLINEWITHTHEINTERNATIONAL
TRENDSDISCUSSEDINTHEPREVIOUSSECTIONOFANEEDFORTHEDEVELOPMENTOFABROADERRANGEOFACTIVITIES
ANDTYPESOFAUDIENCEENGAGEMENT THEREISANINCREASEDINTERESTINHOWTHEMUSEUMORGALLERYSPACE
CANBEUSEDBYEDUCATORSINTHELEARNINGPROCESSANDHOWCULTURALINSTITUTIONSCANENGAGEWITHTHE
DIFFERENTCOMMUNITIESTHATLIVEIN#YPRUS4HELATTERISARELATIVELYNEWPHENOMENONASTHEREHAVE
BEENRELATIVELYFEWEFFORTSWHICHFOCUSONTHECOUNTRY²SLONG STANDINGANDGROWINGCULTURALDIVERSITY
ANDWHICHAIMTOFOSTERINTER CULTURALDIALOGUETHROUGHARTISTICPRACTICESWITHINMUSEUMANDGALLERY
CONTEXTS2
4HENEEDFORATRANSNATIONALDIMENSIONTOTHEEDUCATIONALAPPROACHOFTHESTATESCHOOLSYSTEMALSO
BECOMESEVIDENTINTHISCASEASTHEFOCUSOFTHEPROJECTIS%LENEIO WHERETHEMAJORITYOFTHESTUDENTS
CLAIMDIVERSENATIONALIDENTITIES4HISNEEDTOADDRESSDIVERSITYANDMULTI CULTURALISMWITHINTHE#YPRIOT
EDUCATIONALSYSTEMISDEMONSTRATEDBYTHESET UPOFTHE#OMMITTEEOF¯)NTER CULTURALLEARNINGAND
EDUCATION°IN WHICHBELONGSTOTHE-INISTRYOF%DUCATIONAND#ULTURE#YPRUS)NTERCULTURAL
%DUCATION ANDADDRESSEDINAPUBLICATIONBYLOCALEDUCATORSIN(ADJISOTERIOU
8ENOFONTOS )NRESPONSETOTHISSTATEOFAFFAIRS THE0OINT %LENEIOPROGRAMMEWASDEVELOPEDTO
REFLECTONTHEMULTI CULTURALREALITYOFCONTEMPORARY#YPRIOTSCHOOLS PARTICULARLYTHOSETHATAREFOUND
WITHINTHE.ICOSIACITYCENTRE!SAPROJECTWHICHISBASEDONALONGTERMCOLLABORATIONBETWEENTHE
TWOINSTITUTIONSITASSISTSINCREATINGAFRAMEWORKFOREXAMININGTHEPROCESSESOFEXCHANGEBETWEEN
CULTURALFOUNDATIONSANDSCHOOLENVIRONMENTSOVERANEXTENDEDPERIODOFTIME3EE0ART)6 2ELATED
TOCONTEMPORARYDEBATESABOUTTHEUSEOFPUBLICPROGRAMMINGANDTHEAGENDASOFMUSEUM
EDUCATIONALDEPARTMENTEFFORTSTOENGAGEDIFFERENTAUDIENCESINTHEWORLDOFTHEMUSEUMORGALLERY
SPACE THISPROGRAMMEWASDEVELOPEDTOCREATEAFRAMEWORKOFEXCHANGEBETWEEN#YPRIOTFORMAL
EDUCATIONSTRUCTURESANDCONTEMPORARYARTISTICINSTITUTIONALPRACTICES

On Contemporary art, Part III
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!SSUCHTHE0OINT %LENEIOCOLLABORATIONFULFILSSOMEOFTHECENTRALAXESOFTHENew Analytical Programme
of Visual ArtsISSUEDBYTHE2EPUBLICOF#YPRUS-INISTRYOF%DUCATIONAND#ULTURE DEMONSTRATINGHOWIT
COULDPOTENTIALLYBEPRACTICED)NLINEWITHTHENew Programme FOREXAMPLE 0OINT %LENEIOWORKS
TOWARDSEXPLORINGMATERIALSANDTECHNIQUES BRINGSSTUDENTSINCONTACTWITHCONTEMPORARYARTANDITS
PRACTICES PROVIDESEXPERIENCESWHICHRELATETOVISUALARTEXPRESSIONSANDCONCEPTS APPROACHESVISUAL
ARTPRODUCTIONASASOCIALANDCULTURALPHENOMENON ANDPROMOTESRESPECTTOONE²SSELFANDOTHERS
WHILEACCEPTINGDIFFERENCEANDCULTIVATINGAWARENESSANDCRITICALTHINKINGINRELATIONTOSOCIETYAND
CULTURE.EW!NALYTICAL0ROGRAMME   !TTHESAMETIMETHISRELATIONSHIPBETWEENTHEART
CENTREANDTHESCHOOLISDIRECTLYRELATEDTOADDRESSSECTION!OFTHE.EW!NALYTICAL0ROGRAMME
OF6ISUAL!RTSWITHREGARDTO¯THEDEVELOPMENTOFRELATIONSHIPSWITHTHEMUNICIPALITYANDTHELOCAL
COMMUNITY SUCHASCULTURALCENTRESANDVISUALARTISTS°.EW!NALYTICAL0ROGRAMME  SECTION 

!SOFTHE2EPUBLICOF#YPRUSCONTAINSSIGNIFICANTMIGRANTPOPULATIONS NUMBERINGTOAROUND PEOPLE-AC+AY  )TISALSOESTIMATEDTHAT
THEREAREAROUND UNDOCUMENTEDMIGRANTS4HISMEANSTHATAPPROXIMATELYONE FIFTHOFTHEPEOPLEINTHE2EPUBLICOF#YPRUSARENOTOF'REEK#YPRIOT
ORIGININFORMATIONFROMFIELDWORKCARRIEDOUTATTHE-IGRATIONAND2EGISTRY$EPARTMENTIN!PRILBYTHEHEADOFTHEMIGRANTRIGHTS.'/ +)3!!CTION
FOR%QUALITY 3UPPORT !NTI RACISM $OROS0OLYCARPOU SEE-AC+AY "EYOND#YPRUS²STRADITIONALETHNICCOMMUNITIES !RMENIAN 'REEK ,ATIN -ARONITE
AND4URKISH THECOUNTRYISNOWHOMETOQUITEDIFFERENTETHNICANDRACIALGROUPS EG!SIAN !FRICAN %ASTERN%UROPEANAND%UROPEAN/NEOFTHEFIRSTWAVES
OFIMMIGRANTSTOARRIVEWERECITIZENSOFFORMER3OVIET5NIONCOUNTRIESWHOWEREOF'REEKDESCENTTHISGROUPHELD'REEKPASSPORTSANDRECOGNIZEDTHE
RELAXEDIMMIGRATIONLAWSBETWEEN'REECEANDTHE2EPUBLICOF#YPRUS/CCURRINGATALMOSTTHESAMETIMEWASTHEMIGRATIONOFDOMESTICWORKERSFROM
3OUTHEAST!SIAANDFROM%ASTERN%UROPE$EMETRIOU !5./035NITED.ATIONS/PERATIONFOR0ROJECT3ERVICES REPORTONTHECITYOF.ICOSIA
WITHINTHEWALLS%LENEIOISLOCATEDJUSTOUTSIDETHEOLDCITYWALLS DETERMINEDTHATONLYABOUTOFTHERESIDENTSWERE'REEK#YPRIOT4HEREMAININGWERE
AMIXTUREOFDIFFERENTRACIALGROUPS0ONTIAC NATIONALSOF)NDIA THE0HILIPPINES 0AKISTAN 2USSIA 'REECE 3RI,ANKA 
AND#HINA WITHASIZEABLEPERCENTAGEFROMELSEWHERE 5./032EPORT %VENTHOUGHLARGENUMBEROFMIGRANTSHAVELEFTTHEISLANDSINCE
THEDEFAULTANDRESTRUCTURINGOFTHEBANKINGSYSTEM-ARCH ANDTHESUBSEQUENTBAILOUTPLANNEGOTIATEDWITHTHE%UROPEAN#OMMISSION THE
)NTERNATIONAL-ONETARY&UNDANDTHE%UROPEAN#ENTRAL"ANK BECAUSEOFTHEECONOMICDOWNTURNANDTHELACKOFWORKOPPORTUNITIES STATISTICSSTILL
DEMONSTRATETHATINRELATIONTOTHEPOPULATION#YPRUSHASONEOFTHEHIGHESTMIGRANTRATESIN%UROPE%UROSTAT-IGRATION 4HEREFOREITISNOT
SURPRISINGTHATATTHEPRESENTMOMENTTHE-INISTRYOF%DUCATIONAND#ULTURECONSIDERSALLSCHOOLSTOBEMULTI CULTURALENVIRONMENTS4HISISDEMONSTRATED
BYTHESTATISTICSPROVIDEDFORSTATEPRIMARYSCHOOLEDUCATIONWHICHINDICATETHATOFSTUDENTSAREOFNON #YPRIOTORIGIN#YPRUS)NTER CULTURAL%DUCATION
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The students of the school
engaged with a series of
contemporary art
exhibitions and the project
navigated this engagement
so as to address the
multi-cultural reality of the
school environment.

4HEFACILITATIONPROCESSOFTHEPROJECTACOLLABORATIONBETWEENASCHOOLANDANARTCENTRE CANBE
CONSIDEREDTHROUGHTHEFRAMEWORKOFCRITICALPEDAGOGYTHEREBYALLOWINGUSTORE CONSIDERHOWWEGO
ABOUTCREATINGANENVIRONMENTOFSHAREDLEARNING)NTHIS THEPROJECTFOLLOWSTHEWORKOFCRITICAL
PEDAGOGIST0AULO&REIRE WHOQUESTIONEDTHETRADITIONALMODELOFEDUCATIONINWHICHTEACHERSTRANSFER
INFORMATIONTOSTUDENTS ANDPROPOSEDINSTEADTHEMODELOFTHETEACHERASACO PRODUCEROFKNOWLEDGE
 !NOTHERCENTRALTENETOF0OINT %LENEIOFOLLOWS&REIRE²SVIEWSAROUNDTHEDEVELOPMENTOFCRITICAL
CONSCIOUSNESSTHROUGHEDUCATIVESYSTEMSTHATBLURTHEPOSITIONOFTEACHERANDSTUDENT BYEXPLORINGTHE
USEOFDIALOGUEWITHINTHELEARNINGPROCESS4HEBLURRINGOFTHEBOUNDARIESBETWEENTEACHERANDSTUDENT
RELATESTOTHEFIGUREOFTHEFACILITATOR WHICHISCENTRALTOTHEPOSITIONOFTHEMUSEUMANDGALLERY
EDUCATOR WHOISASKEDTOWORKINCOOPERATIONWITHTHECOMMUNITYANDWHOLEARNSTOGETHERWITHTHAT
COMMUNITY4HERESTRICTIONSOFTIMEWITHINTHEDAYTIMEPRIMARYSCHOOLSTRUCTURE  ANDTHE
PROCESSOFGETTINGTOKNOWTHISSPECIFICSCHOOLENVIRONMENTCULTIVATEDASTRONGCOLLABORATIONWITH
0ANAYIOTIS0ANTELI ATEACHERINTHE%LENEIO¯OPTIONALALLDAYSCHOOL°ANDARESEARCHEROFTHE
PHENOMENONOFMULTI LINGUALISMWITHINTHESCHOOLENVIRONMENT3EE0ART)6 4HISSPECIFICCOLLABORATION
AIMEDTOWORKTOGETHERWITHTHESTUDENTSOFTHEAGEGROUPELEVENTOTWELVE WHOATTENDTHEOPTIONAL
ALLDAYSCHOOLONAWEEKLYBASISOVERAPERIODOFTHREEMONTHS4HEDIRECTIONOFTHESEWORKSHOPSWAS
SHAPEDTOGETHERWITHTHESTUDENTSANDTHISMETHODOLOGICALAPPROACHDREWFROMCURRENTEDUCATIONAL
PRACTICES SUCHASTHEStudent Voices Europe Student Voices Europe was developed to support
TEACHERSINDEVELOPINGINCLUSIVECLASSROOMPRACTICESBYENGAGINGWITHTHEVIEWSOFSTUDENTS AND
EXPLORESWAYSOFADDRESSING¯PERSONALANDSOCIALCIRCUMSTANCESANDLINKSTHREEMAINELEMENTS
RESPONDINGTODIVERSITY THEUSEOF±LESSONSTUDY² ANDLISTENINGTOSTUDENTS²VOICES°IBID 
#REATINGEDUCATIONALPROGRAMMESTHATRELATETOISSUESOFMULTI CULTURALISM DIVERSITYANDINTEGRATION
NECESSITATESAPROCESSOFREFLECTIONASTOWHATINTER CULTURALDIALOGUE PARTICIPATIONANDENGAGEMENT
MEANS PARTICULARLYFORTHECASEOF.ICOSIA WHICHHASBEENANETHNO NATIONALLYDIVIDEDCITYFORTHELAST
FIFTYYEARS4SELIKA 4HEPROCESSOFENGAGINGINAPROGRAMMETHATRELATESTOSUCHISSUES STARTEDIN
THISCASEFROMAPRE SUPPOSITIONTHATINDIGENOUSANDMIGRANTSOCIALGROUPSENTERINAPROCESSOF
INTERACTIONINWHICHALLPARTIESARETREATEDASEQUAL)TISANOPENPROCESSTHATRELATESTOTHENEW
COMMUNITIESANDTOTHESPECIFICLOCALITY WHERECONTACT SHAREDSPACESANDRELATIONSHIPBUILDINGARE
CENTRAL ASWELLASSKILLBUILDING DIALOGICALENGAGEMENTANDCRITICALTHINKINGINRELATIONTOUNDERSTANDING
HOWMULTIPLEIDENTITIESANDBELONGINGAREEXPERIENCEDTHROUGHTHEINVOLVEMENTOFDIFFERENTCULTURAL 
NATIONALANDRELIGIOUSPERSPECTIVESPRESENTEDBYTHESTUDENTSOFTHESCHOOL4HEFACTTHATMUSEUMSAND
CULTURALINSTITUTIONSAREINCREASINGLYBEINGFUNDEDANDSUPPORTEDTOIMPLEMENTAPROCESSOFSOCIAL
ENGAGEMENT MEANSTHATTHEYAREALSORECONSIDERINGHOWVISITORSGAINACCESSTOTHEIRACTIVITIES)NTHE
CASEOF#YPRUSTHEPHENOMENONOFMUSEUMSANDGALLERIESACTIVELYDEVELOPINGPROGRAMMESTHATFACILITATE
THECULTURALPARTICIPATIONOFNEWMIGRANTCOMMUNITIESANDTHEIRFAMILIESISSTILLATANASCENTSTAGE4HE
0OINT %LENEIOPROGRAMMEBECAUSEOFITSLONGTERMENGAGEMENTWITHAPARTICULARSCHOOLMEANTTHATTHE
STUDENTSVISITEDTHECONTEMPORARYARTCENTRETHREETIMESINTHESPACEOFSIXMONTHS THEREBYCREATINGA
RELATIONSHIPWITHTHESPACE!STHISWASTHEMAINAXISOFTHEREALISATIONOFTHISPROGRAMME THE
RE READINGOFTHEDIFFERENTSENSORYANDCREATIVEEXPERIENCESTHATTHESTUDENTSENGAGEDINWASENABLED
THROUGHTHEDIVERSEACTIVITIESTHATWEREDEVELOPEDINRESPONSETOTHREECONTEMPORARYARTEXHIBITIONS
3EE0ARTS)))AND)6 
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Connecting Senses, Part III
/NECOULDOBSERVETHATTHESTUDENTSWEREATTRACTEDTOTHEEXHIBITSTHATINTEGRATEDMOVEMENT SOUND
ANDSENSORYEXPERIENCESTHEREBYRENDERINGTHEEXPERIENCEASMOREFUN%LEVENYEAROLD%LENEIO
STUDENT'EORGIASAID¯ITWASFUN MISS WEFOOLEDAROUND°4HISHIGHLIGHTSTHATTHEMEMORABLEASPECTOF
THEVISIT WASALSOHAVINGFUNWITHINTHESPACE3EE0ART)6FORSTUDENTSCOMMENTS 4HEPROGRAMME
FOCUSEDONTHEACTIVEINVOLVEMENTANDCO OPERATIONOFTHEPARTICIPANTS0OINT %LENEIO ANDITHASSETA
STRONGBASISFORTHECONTINUATIONOFTHECOLLABORATION5SINGTHECONTEXTOFCONTEMPORARYARTISTIC
PRACTICESANDTHEPRODUCTIONOFART THEVOICESOFTHESTUDENTSANDTHEIROWNSTORIES BECAME
HIGHLIGHTEDINTHEDEVELOPMENT DOCUMENTATIONANDDISPLAYPROCESSOFTHEPROJECT4HISALLOWEDFORA
REFLECTIONPROCESSTOBETRIGGEREDASTOHOWTHENEEDSANDEXPECTATIONSOFDIFFERENTCOMMUNITIESTHAT
LIVEIN.ICOSIACANBEMAPPEDANDHIGHLIGHTEDINTHEPUBLICSPHERE4HEIMPORTANCEOFCARRYINGTHISOUT
ONALONGTERMBASISINRELATIONTOTHERE INTERPRETATIONOFOTHERMUSEUMANDGALLERYCOLLECTIONS
BECAMEEVIDENTTHROUGHTHEPROCESSOFDEVELOPINGTHISPROJECT%2)#ARTS 
#ONSIDERINGTHEFRAMINGOFTHEPROGRAMMEWITHINALOCALDEBATEABOUTINNERCITY.ICOSIA PRIMARY
SCHOOLSANDTHEIRDIVERSECOMMUNITIESANINTER DISCIPLINARYAPPROACHWASDEVELOPEDINTHEWAYTHE
ACTIVITIESTHESTUDENTSWEREINVOLVEDINWERESHAPED3EE0ART))) 4HISINTER DISCIPLINARYAPPROACH
RESPONDEDTOTHEWAYCONTEMPORARYARTEXHIBITSCOULDBEUTILIZEDINRELATIONTOTHEWIDERSCHOOL
CURRICULUMTHUSEXPLORINGTHEASPECTOFALONGERTERMCOLLABORATIONBETWEENTHEARTCENTREANDTHE
SCHOOL ANDTHISWASADDRESSEDINDISCUSSIONWITHTHETEACHERSOF%LENEIO&OREXAMPLE#HRISFTOFIDES²S
SOUNDINSTALLATIONCOULDBERELATEDTOBOTHMUSICANDSCIENCECLASSESTHEAPPROACHTOTHE"INET
EDUCATIONALPROGRAMMEFOR'EOGRAPHYAND%NGLISHLESSONSAND0ANAGIOTOU²SEXHIBITIONTO#YPRIOT
HISTORYAND'REEKLANGUAGEUSE3EE0ARTS))))6 !LLTHETEACHERSWEREASKEDTOCONTRIBUTETOTHE
PROGRAMMEBYDEVELOPINGANACTIVITYINRESPONSETO#HRISTODOULOS0ANAGIOTOUEXHIBITIONONLYONEDID
SODURINGTHEVISITS BUTOTHERTEACHERSFOLLOWEDUPWITHPOSTVISITACTIVITIES4HESTUDENTSPARTICIPATED
INTHREEROUNDSOFWORKSHOPSANDGALLERYVISITS WHICHLASTEDFORAPPROXIMATELYNINETYMINUTESPER
CLASS BECAUSEOFTIMERESTRICTIONSDUETOTHEPROGRAMMINGOFTHECLASSESANDEXECUTIONOFSUBJECT
CURRICULA4HEWORKSHOPSINCLUDEDDIFFERENTMETHODSOFENGAGEMENTSUCHASDEVELOPINGTHENOTIONOF
EXPERIENCINGTHEARTWORKS DIALOGICALINTERPRETATIONS GETTINGTOKNOWTHEWORKOFTHEARTIST ANDA
RANGEOFACTIVITIESTHATRESPONDEDTOTHETHEMATICANDCONCEPTUALAXISOFTHEEXHIBITIONS ANDTOTHE
NOTIONSOFIDENTITY DIFFERENCEANDENGAGEMENT4HEACTIVITIESDIFFEREDFOREACHEXHIBITIONINTERMSOF
APPROACH VISUALARTMEDIAANDTECHNIQUESEXPLORATIONANDTHEMATICSTRUCTURES4HEOVERALL
PROGRAMME HOWEVER WASSHAPEDSOASTOHIGHLIGHTTHEDIVERSEVOICESOFTHESTUDENTS ANDASITWAS
DEVELOPEDSPECIFICALLYFORTHISSCHOOL THEWORKSHOPSEVOLVEDINRESPONSETOTHENEEDSANDABILITIESOF
THEDIFFERENTAGEGROUPSANDSTUDENTS ASWILLBEDEMONSTRATEDINTHEFOLLOWINGSECTION4HELEARNING
OBJECTIVESOFEACHWORKSHOPSERIESREFLECTEDTHELEARNINGOBJECTIVESOFTHEOVERALLPROGRAMME ASWELL
ASSPECIFICDIRECTIONSINSPIREDBYTHEARTISTSWORKANDCONCEPTSCONTEXTSEXPLOREDBYEACHEXHIBITION

PART III
Scripts for the
Educational
Workshops
Note: The following learning activities, presented here in the form of scripts for reflection and
adaptation, were developed specifically for the students of Eleneio, through a deepending
relationship with the specific students, while getting to know them, their interests, and anticipating
their responses. The workshops also responded to limitations imposed by the school schedule, and
were planned in a way that was open for the teachers to join in and contribute at different stages.
Depending on the mood and dynamic of each group, they relied on improvisation on behalf of the
facilitators. The scripts are presented here without visual aids. For photographic documentation
corresponding to specific activities please turn to Part IV.

Workshop series 1
Connecting senses
Introduction
9IANNIS#HRISTOFIDES²SOUNDINSTALLATION±4HE"LIND%AR²CONSTITUTESTHEFIRSTEXHIBITIONTOBEINCLUDEDIN
0OINT#ENTRE²SEDUCATIONALPROGRAMMEFORMEDINPARTNERSHIPWITH%LENEIO0RIMARY3CHOOL4HE
WORKSHOPDESIGNEDBYTHE0OINT %LENEIOCORETEAMWASCARRIEDOUTONTHETHANDTHOF.OVEMBER
WITHTHEPARTICIPATIONOFALLSCHOOLYEARS
#ONTEMPORARYARTPRACTICESOFTENMOVEBEYONDTHECONFINESOFOURTRADITIONALNOTIONOFWHATAWORK
OFARTSHOULDBEORLOOKLIKE9IANNIS#HRISTOFIDES²SWORKBROUGHTATTENTIONTOTHE¯INTERDEPENDENCIES
ANDINTERACTIONS°TAKINGPLACE¯BETWEENDIFFERENTSENSORYFACULTIES°9IANNIS#HRISTOFIDES²SEXHIBITION
DESCRIPTION 0OINT#ENTRE  USINGACOMPLETELYDARKROOMWITHBLACK PAINTEDWALLS ALONGWITHHIGH
QUALITYSOUNDEQUIPMENTTOPRODUCEAVOLUPTUOUS ABSTRACT SOUND SCAPEMADEUPOFPROCESSEDFIELD
RECORDINGS4HEEDUCATIONALWORKSHOPDESIGNEDSPECIFICALLYFORTHISEXHIBITIONINVITEDSTUDENTSTOENGAGE
WITHTHENOTIONOFSOUNDSYNAESTHETICALLYINTERMINGLINGOBJECTS COLOURS FEELINGS ANDSOUNDSTOTRIGGER
OLDMEMORIESANDCREATENEWONES ANDALSOTOUNVEILA¯MULTITUDEOFSUBJECTIVEINTERPRETATIONS°AND
DIFFERENCES
It is important to note that the workshop was designed and delivered in partnership with the artist
HIMSELF)TRESPONDEDTOHISINTERESTINGRAPHICSCORES ASWELLASTHECONDITIONSANDMEDITATIVEASPECTS
OFACTIVELISTENINGASATECHNIQUECLOSELYCONNECTEDTOLEARNING4HEBELOWDESCRIPTIONSOFACTIVITIES
FOLLOWLEARNINGOBJECTIVESWHICHRESPONDTOTHESPECIFICEXHIBITION BUTSIMULTANEOUSLYREMAININLINE
WITHTHEGENERALOBJECTIVESOFTHEEDUCATIONALPROGRAMME
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Exhibition Information
Yiannis Christofides,
The Blind Ear

Point Centre for Contemporary Art presented a sound installation by the
composer, sound artist and sound designer Yiannis Christofides; a
multichannel sonic environment that explored a sense of place through
listening, ritual and the condition of darkness.

Point Centre for
Contemporary Art
31.10.2014 – 29.11.2014

Yiannis ChristofidesB .ICOSIA ISACOMPOSER SOUNDARTISTANDSOUNDDESIGNER-UCHOFHIS
WORKINVESTIGATESOUREXPERIENCEOFPLACETHROUGHTHEUSEOFFIELDRECORDINGSASPRINCIPALMATERIAL(IS
PARTICULARINTERESTINFIELDRECORDINGISINRELATIONTOTHECONTEXTUALASPECTSOFSOUNDANDTHE
INTERSENSORYEXPERIENCETHATITAFFORDS4HUSITOFTENEXTENDSBEYONDTHEAUDITORYINORDERTOTAKEINTO
CONSIDERATIONTHEINTERDEPENDENCIESANDINTERACTIONSBETWEENDIFFERENTSENSORYFACULTIES THEMULTITUDE
OFSUBJECTIVEINTERPRETATIONS MEMORIESANDPERSONALNARRATIVESASSOCIATEDWITHAPARTICULARSOUNDFIELD
ANDITSSOCIALANDPOLITICALCONTEXT!MONGOTHERS HISWORKHASBEENPRESENTEDATMANYOCCASIONSAND
INSTITUTIONSIN%UROPEANDTHE53THE)NTERNATIONALES+LANGKUNSTFEST"ERLIN$% THEWULF ,OS
!NGELES53 #IRCUIT"RIDGES\'ALLERY-# .EW9ORK53 -ETAMATIC4HE!RT&OUNDATION !THENS
'2 4HE%THNOLOGICAL-USEUM .ICOSIA#9 ETC 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The workshop encourages
students to:

» USETHEIRSENSESANDBODYTORESPONDTOTHEARTWORK
» THINKABOUTTHEIRLISTENINGSKILLSANDBEGINTOPRACTICE¯ACTIVELISTENING°
» USETHEIRIMAGINATIONANDFREELYINTERPRETTHEWORKOFART
» BESELF MOBILISEDANDDEVELOPTHEIRCONFIDENCEANDCREATIVEIDENTITY
» ADVANCETHEIRPERSONALSKILLSWHILEATTHESAMETIMERESPECTTHEOPINIONAND
 CREATIVITYOFOTHERS

» WORKCOLLECTIVELYANDSUSTAINTEAMSPIRIT
» COMPREHENDTHATCONTEMPORARYARTHASMULTIPLEFORMS
» BECOMEAWAREANDSENSITIVETOTHEENVIRONMENTINWHICHTHEYLIVEBYRECORDING
 ANDLISTENINGTOITSSOUNDSCAPES

» IDENTIFYDIFFERENCESANDMULTIPLICITIESASCHARACTERISTICSOF¯WHOLES°BY

 COMBININGOBJECTS COLOURS FEELINGS ANDSOUNDSTOCREATETHEIROWNARTWORKS
» IMPROVISEINDEPENDENTLYANDCOLLECTIVELY
» MEETANDWORKWITHTHEARTIST9IANNIS#HRISTOFIDES
» play

RESOURCES
Timeframe: 90 minutes

Materials
» 3MALLCOLOUREDBATTERY POWEREDTEALIGHTS ONEORTWOFOREACHSTUDENT
» Tempera Paints
» "RUSHESSPONGES
» Coloured markers
» ,ARGEROLLSOFBLANKPAPERFORTEMPERACOLOURING
» /BJECTSTOMAKESOUNDSSPOONS BRANCHES LEAVES BOXES STONES ANDSOFORTH
» &OUNDIMAGESFORCOLLAGENEWSPAPERSMAGAZINES
» 0RINTEDMAPSOFTHECITY
» !WHITEBOARD ORALARGESHEETOFPAPERFORTAKINGNOTESON
» 3OUNDSCAPE9IANNIS#HRISTOFIDES²S¯4HE"LIND%AR°
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 1 (all years)
Introduction:

Sound and the city:
a sound walk

7EBEGINBYMEETINGTHESTUDENTSATTHESCHOOL²SPREMISESANDBYASKINGEVERYONETOSTANDINACIRCLE
4HISINCLUDESTHEEDUCATIONALTEAMASWELLASTHETEACHERS4HEEDUCATIONALTEAMINTRODUCES
THEMSELVES4OGETTOKNOWEACHOTHERANDBREAKTHEICEWEGOAROUNDTHECIRCLEINTURN ASKING
EVERYONETOIMAGINEANDARTICULATEASOUNDTHATTHEYFEELREPRESENTSTHEM
E.g. “If you were a sound, which one do you think you would be?”
“Is there a sound that could describe you or your personality?”

Note: The first activity is initiated at
the school’s premises, is carried out
during the students’ transfer to the
art centre and is completed upon
arrival at the art centre. The artist
Yiannis Christofides also participates
as an art-educator.

4HEARTISTENCOURAGESSTUDENTSTOPARTICIPATEINAGAMETHATREQUIRESTHEMTOCAREFULLYLISTENAND
REMEMBERASMANYSOUNDSASPOSSIBLEDURINGTHEWALKFROMTHESCHOOLTOTHEARTCENTRE
E.g. “We are part of the city, but we never listen to what it has to say to us. Wouldn’t it be nice
if today we let it talk to us? Let’s play a game – we will start by listening to the sounds close
to us, we will try and remember them, and then we will attempt to hear the ones that are
further away. Let’s see how many each of us can remember!”
$URINGTHEROUTEFROMTHESCHOOLTOTHEARTCENTRETHESTUDENTSCANDISCUSSBETWEENTHEMANYSOUND
THATCATCHESTHEIRATTENTION BUTWEALSOENCOURAGETHEMTOREFLECTONTHEIROWN
5PONARRIVALATTHEARTCENTRE WEASKSTUDENTSTORESPONDTOASETOFQUESTIONSREGARDINGTHESETOF
SOUNDSEACHMANAGEDTOPICKUP
E.g. “What kind of sounds did we listen to on our way here?”
“What type of differences did these sounds have?”
“Which sounds were strong and which ones appeared more subtle?”
“Which sounds did you prefer?”
“What kind of feelings do they trigger?”
4HEACTIVITYISCOMPLETEDWITHANEXPLANATIONOFWHATA¯SOUNDSCAPE°ISIEAGIVENSETOFSOUNDSAND
COMESFROMORFORMSANENVIRONMENT ANDWHATA¯SOUNDWALK°ISIETHEACTIVITYOFWALKINGWITHTHE
PRIMARYPURPOSEOFLISTENINGTOTHEENVIRONMENT 

ACTIVITY 2 (all years)
Active listening

7EASKSTUDENTSTOENTERTHECENTRALEXHIBITIONSPACEINWHICHTHEARTIST²SSOUNDINSTALLATIONISBEING
PLAYEDINDARKNESSTHISISDISCUSSEDWITHTHETEACHERSBEFORE HAND /NCETHESTUDENTSHAVETAKENTHEIR
TIMETOFEELCOMFORTABLEWITHINTHESPACEANDHAVELISTENEDTOTHESOUNDSBEINGPLAYED WEINVITETHEM
TOSITDOWNINACIRCLE3OMEOFTHELIGHTSOFTHESPACECANNOWBETURNEDON
7EENCOURAGESTUDENTSTODISCUSSWHATTHEYHEARANDWHATTHEYFEELANDASKTHEMTOEXPRESSTHEIR
EMOTIONSVIATHEMOVEMENTOFTHEBODY4HEACTIVITYISBEINGCARRIEDOUTUSINGABALLOFYARNTHATIS
THROWNTOEACHSTUDENTATATIMEANDSIGNIFIESTHATHISORHERTURNISUPTORESPONDTOONEOFTHE
QUESTIONSPOSED
E.g. “How do we feel right now about being in this dark room and listening to these sounds?”
“What kind of sounds can we hear?”, “Do they point to a specific landscape or a place?
Where could that be?”
“How do you think these sounds were amassed or created and how did they end up being
played in this space?”
“What would be the opposite of that which you are currently feeling?”
“With which sounds could you connect it?”
“Do you think that there is a difference between listening to sounds in the dark and listening
to sounds in the light? How does it differ?”
“What sort of images come up in our mind while listening to these sounds?”



ACTIVITY 3 (all years)
Moving lights and colours
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7EINVITESTUDENTSTOCONSIDERTHEWAYSINWHICHOURBODIESCOULDRESPONDTOTHESOUNDSBEINGPLAYED
E.g. “If we were to represent or translate any of these sounds with movement how do you think
it would look like? What sort of body movements would you choose and why?”
7HILETHESPACE²SLIGHTSAREBEINGTURNEDOFF EACHSTUDENTISPROVIDEDWITHONEORTWOSMALL
BATTERY POWEREDCOLOUREDTEA LIGHTSDIFFERENTCOLOURS 7HILESTANDING EITHERONEBYONEORINSMALL
GROUPS THESTUDENTSAREINVITEDTOMOVETHEIRBODIESACCORDINGTOTHESOUNDTHEYHEAR4HEMOVEMENT
OFCOLOUREDLIGHTSINTHEDARKNESSCREATESANINTERESTINGVISUALEFFECT4HISCANBERECORDEDTHROUGHA
CAMERAANDFEDBACKTOATELEVISIONORPROJECTION
7EREPEATTHEPROCESSUNTILALLPAIRSHAVEPERFORMEDANDWECOMPLETETHEACTIVITYBYCARRYINGOUTONE
LASTPERFORMANCEWITHEVERYONETOGETHER

ACTIVITY 4 (years 1, 2, 3, & 4)
Drawing sound:

We turn on the lights and invite the students to try and translate the sounds they have heard in a
DRAWING

Producing a graphic score

E.g. “What would happen if we now attempted to draw the sounds we have heard? How would
they look in colour, on paper?”
5SINGSPONGESANDPAINTSTHESTUDENTSAREENCOURAGEDTOREPRODUCETHESOUNDSTHEYLISTENEDTOONA
LONGSHEETOFPAPERTHATWEHAVEROLLEDOUTONTHEFLOOR4HEYARESUBTLYENCOURAGEDTOWORKINAN
ABSTRACTRATHERTHANREPRESENTATIONALMANNER ANDTHEYAREOFFEREDBASICINSTRUCTIONABOUTBRUSH WORK
ANDCOLOURMIXING
7HILETHEACTIVITYISBEINGCARRIEDOUTWEDISCUSSTHECONNECTIONSTHATCANBEMADEBETWEENCOLOUR 
SOUND EMOTIONS ANDOUROTHERSENSES7EALSOASKTHEMTOCONSIDERTHEWAYSINWHICHDISTANT CLOSE
ORLOUDSOUNDSCANBEPICTURED
E.g. “What colour do you think this or that sound could be?”
“Could you find a feeling that could match those?”
“If we were to depict a sound that we can hear loudly and one that is far away from us how
would these differ on paper?”

ACTIVITY 5 (years 1, 2, 3, & 4)
Giving sound to our drawing:

Performing our graphic score

/NCETHESTUDENTSHAVECOMPLETEDTHEIRDRAWINGSINREFERENCETOTHEARTIST²SSOUNDINSTALLATIONPL
REFERTO!CTIVITY WEASKTHEMTOEXAMINEANDCHOOSEONEORASETOFTHESOUND PRODUCINGEVERYDAY
OBJECTSWEHAVELAIDOUTSPOONS BRANCHES LEAVES BOXES WOODENANDMETALBOWLS STONES ANDSO
FORTH 
7EASKSTUDENTSTOSTANDAROUNDTHECOLOURPAINTINGTHEYPRODUCEDDURINGTHEPREVIOUSACTIVITYAND
CONSIDERTHESOUNDTHATTHEIROBJECTCOULDMAKEINORDERTOMATCHTHEIRDRAWING
E.g. “Should your spoon be heard loudly or should it be heard subtly?”
“How could it imitate the sound of the car you have drawn?”
“How should the blue colour be heard?”
“Could the line sound differently than the circle?”
0ERCEIVINGTHELONGSHEETOFPAPERASAMUSICSCORE THEARTISTENCOURAGESTHESTUDENTSTOTAKEUPTHE
ROLESOFANORCHESTRA²SMUSICIANSANDPLAYTHEINSTRUMENTSIETHEOBJECTS THEYHOLDWHILEHEIS
TRANSFORMEDTOTHETEAM²SMAESTROCONDUCTOR5SINGHISHANDSHEINSTRUCTSEACHSTUDENTWHENTOSTOP
MAKINGSOUND WHENTO±PLAY²HISORHER±INSTRUMENT²LOUDER ETC
/NCETHEBRIEFCONCERTOFSOUNDSISCOMPLETED STUDENTSAREASKEDTOREFLECTONTHEMUSICALITYOFA
SOUNDSCAPEANDTHECONNECTIONSSOUNDSCANMAKEINREFERENCETOCOLOURSANDFEELINGS
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ACTIVITY 6 (years 5 & 6)
Creating a 24-hour
soundscape of Nicosia
Note: The activity was inspired by
Yiannis Christofides’s soundscape
entitled ‘Postcards: Nicosia’



DEPICTING SOUNDS
7EREFERBACKTOTHESOUNDSTHESTUDENTSMANAGEDTOPICKUPDURINGTHEIRSOUND WALKBETWEENTHE
SCHOOLANDTHEARTCENTREANDRE INTRODUCETHENOTIONOFTHESOUNDSCAPE
7EHANDOUTTOSTUDENTSPRINTEDMAPSOFTHEAREATHE.ICOSIACITYCENTRE WHICHINCLUDESTHEIRSCHOOL
ASWELLAS0OINT#ENTRE ANDENCOURAGETHEMTODRAWORCOLLAGEFOUNDIMAGESDEPICTINGCITYSOUNDS
E.g. “Based on the sounds we have heard during our walk, what type of images you
would choose?”
“What can we hear now while sitting indoors?”
“Which sounds would you keep for your map and which would you throw away?”
(Although the focus is on actual city sounds but those who prefer to take a fictional, non-realist approach are
not discouraged from doing so.)
/NCETHESTUDENTSHAVECOMPLETEDTHETASKWEASKTHEMTOPLACETHEIR¯SOUNDMAPS°AGAINSTTHEWALL

CATEGORISING OUR DEPICTED SOUNDS
7EASKABOUTTHESOUNDSTHESTUDENTSCHOSETODEPICT CIRCLESOMEOFTHEMONTHESOUND MAPSAND
NOTESOMEOFTHEMONOUR7HITEBOARD7EALSOSEPARATEOURCHOSENSOUNDSINCATEGORIES IENATURAL
SOUNDS MECHANICALSOUNDS HUMANSOUNDS ETC7EENCOURAGETHEMTOCONSIDERTHEHUMANSOUNDSIN
RELATIONTOTHEDIFFERENTLANGUAGESBEINGSPOKENANDHEARDWITHINTHECITYCENTRE7ECANALSOASK
STUDENTSTOFINDANDCIRCLEONTHEIRMAPSASOUNDFALLINGUNDEREACHCATEGORY
/NCETHECATEGORIESHAVEBEENFORMED THESTUDENTSARESEPARATEDINGROUPSANDASKEDTOPICKA
CATEGORYTOWORKWITH!DISCUSSIONTAKESPLACEASTOHOWEACHCATEGORY²SSOUNDCOULDBEPLAYEDUSING
THEEVERYDAYOBJECTSLAIDOUTONTHEFLOOR OURVOICES ANDOURBODIES

PLAYING OUR DEPICTED SOUNDS
4HESTUDENTSAREASKEDTOCHOOSEONEORTWOEVERYDAYOBJECTSTHATCOULDBESTRELATETOTHEIRGROUP²S
SOUNDCATEGORY7EDISCUSSTHEWAYSINWHICHTHEIRSOUNDCANBECONNECTEDTOTHECHOSENOBJECTSEG
NATURALSOUNDSLEAVESORBRANCHES BOTTLESOFWATER MECHANICALSOUNDSMETALLICOBJECTS HUMAN
SOUNDSVOICES ETC 
/NCETHERELATIONSHIPSBETWEENTHESOUNDANDTHEOBJECTSHAVEBEENDISCUSSED WEMOVEONTO
EXPERIMENTWITHTHEWAYSINWHICHTHEOBJECTSCOULDBE±PLAYED²ASREPRODUCETHEDESIREDSETSOF
SOUNDS
7EASKSTUDENTSTOPLAYWITHTHEIROBJECTSTHECIRCLEDSOUNDSACCORDINGTOTHEIRORDEROFAPPEARANCE
EGFROMLEFTTORIGHT 7EDISCUSSARE ARRANGEMENTOFTHESOUNDSONTHE7HITEBOARD SOTHATTHEY
CORRESPONDTOTHEDIFFERENTHOURSOFADAYANDWEFILLINOURSCOREWITHNEWSOUNDS
E.g. “Would you say that some sounds are heard throughout the day or not?”
“Which sounds do you think belong to daytime and which to nightime?”
“If we were to match each sound with a specific hour of the day, what would the new
re-arrangement sound like?”
4HESTUDENTSPERFORMA HOURSOUNDSCAPEOF.ICOSIA BASEDONTHEWHITEBOARDSOUNDSBUTALSO
ENCOURAGEDTOIMPROVISE WHILEFOLLOWING9IANNIS²SGESTURESASACONDUCTORINCREASINGTHEVOLUME 
MOVINGINAGENTLERORMOREINTENSEDIRECTION WHILELISTENINGTOEACHOTHERANDPRODUCINGSOMETHING
COLLECTIVELY
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ADDITIONAL /
OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 7 (all years)
Singing in different
languages

ACTIVITY 8 (years 5 & 6)
Mapping image and sound

3TUDENTSAREASKEDTOCHOOSEASONGFROMTHEIRCOUNTRYOFORIGINANDSINGITSCHORUS4HEPERFORMANCE
CANBERECORDEDORNOT7ECANUSETHISASASTARTINGPLACEFORTODISCUSSMULTILINGUALISMANDWHATTHIS
MEANS

“How is the urban environment structured and navigated, and then interpreted and
perceived? How do we recognise and agree on the city’s landmarks? What does Nicosia
really look like and sound like?”
3TUDENTSAREENCOURAGEDTOFINDANDCOLLECTPHOTOGRAPHS IMAGESANDSOUNDS RECORDINGSBYIDENTIFYING
ALTERNATIVELANDMARKS LESSVISIBLESOCIALPOCKETS ANDOVERLOOKEDCORNERSINTHECITY
4HEPROCESSOFCOLLECTIONANDSELECTIONCOULDBEATWO MONTHPROJECTWHICHCULMINATESINTHECREATION
OFACITYMAPANDASETOFSOUNDSCAPESDESCRIBING.ICOSIATHROUGHTHESENSESANDFEELINGSOFTHE
STUDENTS

Workshop Series 2
On photography and architecture:
Capturing and developing our own Architectures
Introduction
4HE±-ARIAAND.EOPTOLEMOS-ICHAELIDES2ESIDENCEBY.EOPTOLEMOS-ICHAELIDES²EXHIBITIONWHICH
FEATURESPHOTOGRAPHSBY(lLmNE"INETCONSTITUTESTHESECONDEXHIBITIONTOBEINCLUDEDINTHE
0OINT %LENEIOPROGRAMME4HEWORKSHOPSWERECARRIEDOUTONTHETHANDRDOF*ANUARY
4HEEXHIBITIONPRESENTSBLACKANDWHITEPHOTOGRAPHSOF-ARIAAND.EOPTOLEMOS-ICHAELIDES²SRESIDENCE
ANOTABLESTRUCTURETHATCOMPOUNDSTHEHISTORY THEDEVELOPMENT ANDTHEINFLUENCESMAKINGUP
#YPRIOTMODERNISTARCHITECTURE TAKENBY(lLmNE"INETANARTISTINTERNATIONALLYRENOUNEDFORHER
ARCHITECTURALPHOTOGRAPHY ALONGSIDEARTEFACTSANDVIDEOWORKSTHATBRINGFORWARDPARALLELREADINGSOF
-ICHAELIDES²SWORKBYARCHITECTURERESEARCHER0ETROS0HOKAIDES²SANDTHEARTISTCOLLECTIVEPICKNICK4HE
PHOTOGRAPHSASWELLASTHEOTHEREXHIBITEDWORKSANDARTEFACTS INCLUDINGORIGINALARCHITECTURALPLANS 
INVITETHEVIEWERTOTHINKABOUTTHEARCHITECT²SCONTINUOUSEFFORTINCAREFULLYMARRYINGINTERNATIONAL
MODERNISTELEMENTSWITHLOCALARCHITECTURALCHARACTERISTICS
4HEWORKSHOPSDEVELOPEDFORTHISEXHIBITIONDREWUPONTHEIDEASOFTHELOCALANDTHEINTERNATIONAL THE
SPECIFICANDTHEGENERAL THESMALLANDTHEGRAND THOUGHTOFASRELATIONSHIPSOFINTERDEPENDENCERATHER
THANOFCONFLICT&ROMTHEHOUSEOUTTOTHECITYANDFROMTHECITYREACHINGOUTTOTHEWHOLEWORLD IN
THISWORKSHOPTHESTUDENTSAREINVITEDTOENVISIONANDCONSTRUCTACITYOFTHEIROWN
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Exhibition Information
Maria and
Neoptolemos
Michaelides Residence
by Neoptolemos
Michaelides
Photographed by Hélène
Binet with parallel
readings by Petros
Phokaides and pick nick
05.12.2014 – 31.01.2015

Point Centre for Contemporary Art presented an exhibition featuring photos of
Maria and Neoptolemos Michaelides’s residence by the architectural
photographer Hélène Binet. Point commissioned Binet to come to Cyprus and
photograph the house which was designed by Michaelides and constructed in
the mid-sixties. The exhibition placed the focus upon the outstanding work of
Neoptolemos Michaelides, one of the key figures of architectural modernism in
Cyprus, and simultaneously opens the discourse around it at an international
level. Through the lens of Binet the interior and exterior of the house that the
architect and his artist wife resided, was reduced to the qualities and core
values that characterised Michaelides’s working idiosyncrasy. Before setting up
her heavy analogue cameras and beginning to structure her images, Binet
spent time in and around the house, engaging in an intimate experience of the
building following a ritual-like procedure. Her frames emphasise the strong
concept behind the residential building and highlight the qualities represented
on its structural elements. Binet (re)introduced us to the world of the architect
with images that trigger thinking processes and dreams and invites us to
reflect on the essence of things, a process that defined Michaelides’s working
and living philosophy. Binet has developed a unique way of looking at buildings,
penetrating to their core, capturing the values and truths that they
encapsulate and exposing them in her photographs. The underlying theme in
her work is the interplay of light, shadow and texture of materials and
architectural elements. By choosing to focus on certain details, elements or
lines and to position them together in her frames, she initiates a dialogue
between them. Thus, her work goes beyond documentation and is best
described as a compositional process that brings forward essential connections
and associations.
Parallel readings by Petros Phokaides and pick nick
Petros PhokaidesHIGHLIGHTSARCHITECTURALDISCOURSESIMPRINTEDINMAGAZINESANDBOOKSFOUNDIN
.EOPTOLEMOS-ICHAELIDES²SABANDONEDARCHITECTURALOFFICEAT0ERIKLEOUS3TREET IN.ICOSIAAND
INITIATESEXCHANGESWITHHISTORIANSANDTHEORISTSOFARCHITECTUREINORDERTOFORMULATECRITICAL
PERSPECTIVESCROSSING-ICHAELIDES²SWORKANDTHEPOST WARARCHITECTURALCULTURE
pick nick BECAMEINTRIGUEDWITHTHEPROSPECTOFMEETINGANDTALKINGWITH-ARO9IAKOUMI AFORMER
ARCHITECTURALDESIGNERWORKINGWITH.EOPTOLEMOS-ICHAELIDES#RUCIALINTHEREALISATIONOFTHE
ARCHITECTSOEUVRE PICKNICKWASFASCINATEDBYTHEIDEAOFFOLLOWINGINSHORTTIMETHENARRATIVEAS
RETOLDBYTHISWOMAN DECADESAFTERHERLIFETIMEEXPERIENCE
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Hélène Binet  WASBORNIN3WITZERLANDANDSHECURRENTLYLIVESANDWORKSIN,ONDON3HESTUDIED
PHOTOGRAPHYATTHE)NSTITUTO%UROPEODI$ESIGNIN2OME WHERESHEGREWUP ANDSOONDEVELOPEDAN
INTERESTINARCHITECTURALPHOTOGRAPHY/VERAPERIODOFTWENTY FIVEYEARS(lLmNE"INETHAS
PHOTOGRAPHEDBOTHCONTEMPORARYANDHISTORICALARCHITECTURE(ERLISTOFCLIENTSINCLUDESARCHITECTS
:AHA(ADID $ANIEL,IBESKIND 3TUDIO-UMBAI 0ETER:UMTHORANDMANYOTHERS7HILEFOLLOWINGTHE
WORKOFCONTEMPORARYARCHITECTSOFTENFROMCONSTRUCTIONTHROUGHCOMPLETION(lLmNE"INETHAS
ALSOPHOTOGRAPHEDTHEWORKSOFPASTARCHITECTSAS!LVAR!ALTO ,E#ORBUSIER 3VERRE&EHN 3IGURD
,EWERENTZ !NDREA0ALLADIOAND$IMITRIS0IKIONIS-ORERECENTLY (lLmNE"INETHASSTARTEDTODIRECTHER
ATTENTIONTOLANDSCAPEPHOTOGRAPHY WHEREINSHETRANSPOSESKEYCONCERNSOFHERARCHITECTURAL
PHOTOGRAPHY"INET²SWORKHASBEENPUBLISHEDINAWIDERANGEOFBOOKS ANDISSHOWNINBOTHNATIONAL
ANDINTERNATIONALEXHIBITIONS3HEISANADVOCATEOFANALOGUEPHOTOGRAPHYANDTHEREFORESHEEXCLUSIVELY
WORKSWITHFILM(lLmNE"INETWASSELECTEDTORECEIVETHE*ULIUS3HULMAN)NSTITUTE%XCELLENCEIN
0HOTOGRAPHY!WARDFORwww.helenebinet.com

Neoptolemos Michaelides  WASBORNIN.ICOSIA#YPRUSANDHEISCELEBRATEDASONEOF
THEMOSTIMPORTANTREPRESENTATIVESOFMODERNARCHITECTUREIN#YPRUS(EBEGANHISSTUDIESIN-ILAN IN
 UNDERGREATARCHITECTSLIKE'IO0ONTIAND"RUNO:EVIBUTWHEN77))BROKEOUTHERETURNEDTO
HISHOMELAND!FTERTHEWARENDEDHEWENTBACKTO-ILANANDCOMPLETEDHISSTUDIES)NHECAME
TOLIVEIN#YPRUS-ICHAELIDESDEVELOPEDASTRONGPERSONALSTYLETHROUGHHISWORK(EWASAMETICULOUS
RESEARCHERANDENTHUSIASTFORLOCALTRADITIONALARCHITECTUREBUTATTHESAMETIMEANADVOCATEOFTHE
MODERNMOVEMENT(EHADAUNIQUEABILITYTOCOMBINE INAVERYSOPHISTICATEDANDBALANCEDWAY 
TRADITIONALANDMODERNELEMENTSANDMATERIALSLIKELIGHT WATER WOOD STONE IRON GLASSANDCONCRETE
(ISWORKISCHARACTERISEDBYUSEOFSIMPLEANDPUREFORMS ABSENCEOFHISTORICALREFERENCEORDECORATIVE
ELEMENTS ARCHITECTURALCOHERENCEANDBIOCLIMATICDESIGN(EWASTHEFOUNDER ANDFIRSTPRESIDENT
OFTHE0ANCYPRIAN/RGANIZATIONOF!RCHITECTURAL(ERITAGEANDAPIONEERFORTHEPRESERVATIONOFMANY
URBANANDRURALEXAMPLESOFTRADITIONALARCHITECTUREIN#YPRUS

Petros Phokaides ISANARCHITECTANDARESEARCHERAT-ESARCH,AB 5NIVERSITYOF#YPRUS ANDHEIS
CURRENTLYPURSUINGADOCTORALDEGREEATTHE3CHOOLOF!RCHITECTURE .ATIONAL4ECHNICAL5NIVERSITYOF
!THENS.45! IN'REECE(EHASPERFORMEDEXTENSIVEARCHIVALRESEARCHIN#YPRUS 'REECEAND
5NITED+INGDOMONTHEHISTORYOFINTER ANDPOST WARMODERNARCHITECTURE(EHASCO CURATEDTHE
INSTALLATION4REASURED-ICROCOSMS4REASURE)SLANDEXHIBITION .ICOSIA  ANDTHEEVENT#RITICAL
!RCHAEOLOGIES3USPENDED3PACESRESEARCHPROGRAM .ICOSIA  (ISHISTORICALANDTHEORETICAL
INVESTIGATIONSONMODERNANDCONTEMPORARYARCHITECTUREHAVEBEENPUBLISHEDIN$OCOMOMO*OURNAL 
*OURNALOF!RCHITECTURE -)44HRESHOLDS -/.5-AGAZINEAND!
pick nick ISANINDEPENDENTARTANDRESEARCHCOLLECTIVE BASEDIN#YPRUSANDINITIATEDBY-ARIA0ETRIDES
INDEPENDENTWRITEREDITOR 0ANAYIOTIS-ICHAELVISUALARTIST AND!LKIS(ADJIANDREOUVISUALARTIST
ARCHITECT PICKNICKDRAWSFROMEVERYDAYROUTINES SITESANDINFRASTRUCTURESINANEFFORTTOZOOMINTO
MOMENTSNOTICINGVULNERABILITIES PAUSEDPOTENTIALS HIDDENDETAILS ANDINTIMATESILENCESINORDERTO
WORKWITHANDAROUNDTHESECONDITIONS www.picknickworks.org
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The proposed workshop
encourages students to:

» DEVELOPANDENHANCETHEIRKNOWLEDGEANDVOCABULARYAROUNDTHEEXHIBITION²S 
 MAINTHEMESPHOTOGRAPHYANDARCHITECTURE 

» CONSIDERTHENOTIONSOFHOMEANDTHECITY PERSONALLY LOCALLY ANDMOREBROADLY
» CONSIDERTHENOTIONOFURBANLIFEANDTHESIMILARITIESANDDIFFERENCESBETWEEN 
 DIFFERENTCITIESAROUNDTHEWORLD

» COMPREHENDTHEUSEOFPUBLICSPACESANDDEVELOPANUNDERSTANDINGOFTHE
 MULTICULTURALASPECTSOFTHEURBANENVIRONMENT



» BECOMEYOUNGURBANPLANNERSANDUSERECYCLABLEMATERIALSTOCREATE$



 OBJECTS

» use their senses and observation skills to engage with the photographs and
 OBJECTSONDISPLAY
» USETHEIRIMAGINATIONANDRESPONDFREELYANDCREATIVELYTOTHEEXHIBITS
» DEMONSTRATEINITIATIVEANDDEVELOPMENTINTHEIRCREATIVETHINKING
» ADVANCETHEIRPERSONALSKILLSCONCEPTUALANDPRACTICAL WHILEATTHESAMETIME
 RESPECTINGTHEOPINIONANDCREATIVITYOFOTHERS

» WORKCOLLECTIVELYANDSUSTAINTEAMSPIRIT
» CREATEINTERVENTIONS

RESOURCES
Timeframe: 90 minutes

Materials
» 1 personal photo album
» NEGATIVEPHOTOGRAPHICFILM
» Cardboard boxes of various sizes (1 per 2 students)
» -ATERIALSFORCOLLAGE EITHERMAGAZINESFROMDIFFERENTCOUNTRIESORPRINTED


 PHOTOGRAPHSFOUNDONLINEDEPICTINGCITYLANDSCAPESICONICONES EVERYDAYONES 
 UNEXPECTEDONES FORCITIESAROUNDTHEWORLD ESPECIALLYCITIESOFSTUDENTS² 
 ORIGIN

» 3OUNDCLIPSOFEACHCITY²SCOUNTRY²SFOLKLOREMUSICSECONDSFOREACH



 CITYCOUNTRY 

» 1 world map
» 0OWER0OINTPRESENTATIONWITHIMAGESOFCARDBOARDCITIESARTPROJECTS
 INTERSPERSEDWITHCREATIVEUSEOFCARDBOARDSFORTEMPORARYHOUSINGBY
homeless people)

» 0OWER0OINTPRESENTATIONWITHIMAGESFROMTHEDIFFERENTCITIES
» 3ETSOFCOLOUREDMARKERS
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 1 (all years)
Introduction:

5PONARRIVALATTHEEXHIBITIONSPACEWEASKSTUDENTSIFDURINGTHEIRROUTEBETWEENTHESCHOOLANDTHE
ARTSCENTRETHEYOBSERVEDABUILDINGTHATSTRUCKHEIRATTENTION
E.g. “On your way here, were you impressed by any of the buildings you saw?”
“Why did it catch your attention?”
“What did it feature that separated it from the other buildings?”

(AVINGDISCUSSEDSOMEOFTHESTUDENTS²ANSWERS WEINVITETHEMTOEXPLORETHEEXHIBITIONANDWELAY
OUTTHERULESOFGOODBEHAVIOURANDRESPECTTOWARDSTHEWORKSOFARTANDTHEEXHIBITIONSPACE
E.g. “Unfortunately, touching is not permitted and we should also avoid running around. It is
absolutely fine to talk to one another, but we must remember not to shout.”

/NCETHEIREXPLORATIONHASBEENCOMPLETED WEENCOURAGESTUDENTSTORESPONDTOASETOFQUESTIONSIN
REFERENCETOTHECONTENTOFTHEEXHIBITION
E.g. “How is this exhibition different from the previous one? What do we see in the space
this time round?”
“Is this art?”
“Who do you think created/designed this building? Do you think it was a man or a woman?”
“Who do you think took these photographs? Do you think it is a man or a woman?”

0RIORTOMOVINGONTOTHENEXTACTIVITYITISADVISABLETOSPEAKTOSTUDENTSABOUTTHEARCHITECTANDTHE
PHOTOGRAPHERPRESENTEDATTHISEXHIBITIONANDITISGOODTOREFERTOCERTAINASPECTSOFTHEIRWORK4HE
VOCABULARYUSEDSHOULDCONSIDERTHESTUDENTS²AGEANDBEADJUSTEDACCORDINGLY
E.g. “Neoptolemos Michaelides (1920-1993) is considered to be one of the most important
Cypriot architects as he designed a number of ‘modernist’ buildings.”
“What do we mean by that? What do you believe an architect does? What is his/her job?”
/RDRAWINGFROMTHEEXHIBITIONDESCRIPTION“Hélène Binet is a photographer who lives in London. Before
setting up her analogue cameras and beginning to structure her images, Binet spent time in and around the
house, engaging in an intimate experience of the building following a ritual-like procedure. Her frames
emphasise the strong concept behind the residential building and highlight the qualities represented on its
structural elements. Binet’s intention is to introduced us to the world of the architect with images that trigger
thoughts and dreams. She invites us to reflect on the essence of things, a process that defined Michaelides’s
working and living philosophy. “What do you think the job of a photographer is?”

25

ACTIVITY 2 (all years)
Discovering photography /
Thinking about the house /
Interpreting the images
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7EASKSTUDENTSANUMBEROFQUESTIONSINREFERENCETOTHEMEANINGANDUSEOFPHOTOGRAPHYASWELLAS
THETECHNOLOGYEMPLOYED
The technology behind photography: “What is photography? What is a photograph?”, “How do
we take pictures?”, “Do we take pictures in the same way as, let’s say, 15 years ago?”, “If we
were to tell you that Hélène, the photographer of this exhibition, took analogue pictures, what
would you understand by that?”, “Which do you think is the difference between an analogue
and a digital picture?” At this point we show students a set of old photographs or a photograph
ALBUMWEMIGHTOWNASWELLASANEGATIVEPHOTOGRAPHICFILMSOASTOASSISTTHEMINVISUALLYGRASPINGTHE
PROCESSOFPRODUCINGANANALOGUEPICTURE
The role of photography: “Why do we take pictures?”, “Are there different kinds of pictures?”,
“Do you ever take pictures?”, “Do we take pictures at home?”, “Do we have pictures at home? If
yes, where do we find them?”
Photography at the exhibition: “What do you think of these pictures?”, “What colours and
shapes can you identify?”, “What do you think took place at this part of the house?”, “Do you
think that somebody lives there?” “What kind of pictures are we looking at? What is
architectural photography? Why would we take photographs of an empty house? What can we
say about the style of the photographs? What is composition?”
Interpreting the images: 7EINVITETHESTUDENTSTOUSETHEIRBODIESANDINTERPRETTHEPHOTOGRAPHS 
EITHERBYIMITATINGTHEDIFFERENTSHAPESTHEYOBSERVEINEACHPICTURE ORBYREPRESENTINGMOVEMENTOR
FLOWINTHEPHOTOGRAPHSEACHINTHEIRDIFFERENTWAY

Thinking about the house

7EEXPLAINTHATTHEHOUSEDEPICTEDONTHEPHOTOGRAPHSBELONGSTOTHEARCHITECT.EOPTOLEMOS
-ICHAELIDESANDTHATTHEHOUSEWASSPECIFICALLYDESIGNEDBYHIMASARESIDENCETOHIMANDHISWIFE7E
ASKSTUDENTSANUMBEROFQUESTIONSINREFERENCETOTHEMEANINGANDUSEOFAHOUSEASWELLASTHATOFA
CITY
The house and the city: “What does the word ‘house’ mean to you?”, “Are all houses the
same?”, “How can houses be different? Would you say that we have different kinds of houses? If
yes, which are those?”, “Are all houses the same in all cities or do they differ? How do they
differ?”, “If a house is where people live in, then what does a school house? What does a post
office house? What does the museum house?”, “Which part of the house do you use the most
and why?”, “Which part of the city do you use the most and why?”, “Which parts of the city do
you like the most?”
&OR9EARSANDTHISCONVERSATIONTOOKPLACEINFRONTOFTHEPHOTOGRAPHS WHEREAS9EARS  AND
WEREINVITEDTORESPONDTOTHESEQUESTIONSAROUND.EOPTOLEMOS-ICHAELIDES²SARCHITECTURALPLANSOF
THERESIDENCE4HESTUDENTSWEREENCOURAGEDTOCONSIDERTHEROLEANDUSEOFANARCHITECTURALPLANIN
RELATIONTOTHECREATIONANDCONSTRUCTIONOFABUILDINGAdditional questions that can be used:
“Have you ever seen any architectural plans?”, “What is their use?”, “What do you observe in
this one? What does it show?”
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ACTIVITY 3 (all years)
Collaborating on a city / box



7EINVITESTUDENTSTOTHINKABOUTTHECITYINSPECIFICANDABSTRACTTERMS ABOUTTHECITYTHEYLIVEINAND
OTHERCITIESTHEYMAYFEELCONNECTEDTO ASWELLASTHEHUMANCONDITIONSTHATCHARACTERISETHEMAS
INHABITEDPLACES
“What kinds of buildings do we find in a city?”, “Do all cities look alike or do they differ?”, “
How do people live in a city?“, “Is this different from living elsewhere?”, “What would we like our
city to be like?”
7ESHOWSTUDENTSASETOFIMAGESANDPHOTOGRAPHSOFLANDSCAPESANDLANDMARKSTAKENFROMCITIES
AROUNDTHEWORLD7ECOMMENTONTHECONTENTOFEACHPICTUREANDDISCUSSTHECITIESPRESENTED7E
DISCUSSED.ICOSIA "EIJING "EIRUT 2IODE*ANEIRO ,ONDON -ANILA -OSCOW 4BILISI +IEV 3OFIA 9EREVAN 
!THENSNOTETHATSOMEOFTHECITIESWERESELECTEDACCORDINGTOTHESTUDENTS²COUNTRYOFORIGIN
7EENCOURAGESTUDENTSTOWORKINGROUPSOFTWOANDTOCHOOSEACITYTOREPRESENTUSINGCOLLAGE
EITHERTRAVELMAGAZINES ORPRINTOUTSOFIMAGESANDPHOTOGRAPHS ALONGWITHTEMPERAANDCOLOUR
MARKERS)TWASIMPORTANT INOURCASE THATTHESTUDENTSWEREENCOURAGEDTOWORKCOLLABORATIVELYAND
HAVEMORETHANONESURFACETOEXPERIMENTWITH7EUSEDTHESURFACESOFCARDBOARDBOXES SOTHAT
EACHCARDBOARDBOXWASUSEDTOREPRESENTADIFFERENTCITY
%ACHGROUPSHOWSTHEIRBOXCITYANDEXPLAINTOTHERESTOFTHECLASSWHATITREPRESENTSANDWHYTHEY
MADETHESPECIFICCHOICES4HISCANBEDONEINCONNECTIONWITHTHEFOLLOWINGACTIVITY

ACTIVITY 4 (years 1&2)
Show, Imagine, and Tell:

!SEACHGROUPSHOWSTHEIRBOXCITY WEDISCUSSTHEKINDOFDANCETHATTHEYWOULDENCOUNTERSHOULD
THEYVISITTHESECITIES“How do you think people dance in this city?”, “If you were in this city, how
would you dance?”

Dancing in the cities
of the world

4HEQUESTIONSAREPOSEDSEPARATELYFOREACHCITYBOX4HESTUDENTSAREASKEDTORAISETHEIRCARDBOARD
BOXESUPINTHEAIR NAMETHECITYTHEYWORKEDONANDSHOWITONTHEWORLDMAP
!CCOMPANYINGEACHDESCRIPTIONWEPLAYMUSICCOMINGFROMEACHCITYANDALLOWDISCUSSIONTODEVELOP
AROUNDTHEMUSICWESELECTED WHETHERITISCHARACTERISTICORNOT WHETHERTHESTUDENTSLIKEITORNOT 
ANDHOWITMAYBEDANCED
4HOSEWHOWISHAREENCOURAGEDTODANCEALONG EITHERBYDEMONSTRATINGADANCETHEYAREFAMILIARWITH 
ORBYIMPROVISING

Note: We used the following pre-selected links, but also followed
recommendations from the students
London

HTTPSWWWYOUTUBECOMWATCHV*BTO(,XTO

Moscow


HTTPSWWWYOUTUBECOMWATCHVMM#N1$53/)
HTTPSWWWYOUTUBECOMWATCHV/JEB!7G

Rio

HTTPYOUTUBE /06LKI.)TS

Beirut

HTTPYOUTUBEA9H"39.2OTMS

Manila

HTTPYOUTUBEYLJ!T)5-WTS

Nicosia

HTTPYOUTUBEHK2'7H-Q.-)TS

Beijing

HTTPYOUTUBE,A.D'F1#)TS
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ACTIVITY 5 (years 3, 4, 5 & 6)
Collaborative intervention
piece

7EENCOURAGEDTHESTUDENTSTORESPONDTO0OINT#ENTRE²SEXHIBITIONOF(lLmNE"INET²SPHOTOGRAPHSOF
.EOPTOLEMOS-ICHAELIDES²SARCHITECTURALWORK7EASKEDTHEMTODOSOPERFORMATIVELY 
KINAESTHETICALLY ANDTOTHINKABOUTIDEASOFTHEHOUSE THEHOMEANDTHEIRSTRUCTURES7EINVITEDTHEM
TOINTERVENEONPRINTOUTSOF"INET²SIMAGES
7EASKTHESTUDENTSTOCHOOSEACOPYOFANIMAGETHEYWOULDN²TMINDPUTTINGUPINTHEIRBEDROOMAND
TORESPONDTOASERIESOFQUESTIONSWHILSTCIRCULATINGTHECOPYOFTHEIMAGEAMONGSTTHEM4HISWAY
THEYAREEACHINTERVENINGONEACHOTHER²SINTERVENTIONS
We put to them the following questions:

ACTIVITY 6 (years 3, 4, 5 & 6)
Building a city

»

'IVEFIVEWORDSTHATRELATETOTHEIMAGEFREEASSOCIATION 

»

What is your favourite room in the house and why?

»

7HATWOULDYOUTELL.ICOSIAIFHESHEWASAPERSON

»

)NWHICHCITIESORCOUNTRIESYOUFEELATHOMEANDWHY

4HISISANELABORATEDVERSIONOF!CTIVITYDESCRIBEDABOVE BUTFORANOLDERAGEGROUP
7EGOTHROUGHSTEPS OF!CTIVITY DISCUSSINGTHEIMAGESOFTHEDIFFERENTCITIES

Note: During our discussion about these different cities we use key words to contextualise the
activity more broadly, such as citizen, homeless, architecture, social housing, election, architect, civil
engineer, contractor, politics, city council, mayor, municipal worker, and so on.
7EASKSTUDENTSTOTHINKABOUTTHEKINDSOFBUILDINGSTHATMAKEUPACITY
E.g. “What kinds of buildings does a city have? What else do we find in a city?” [Schools, houses,
skyscrapers, streets, parks, trees, museums, shops, restaurants, coffee shops, offices,
churches, etc.]
“If, for example, we have a number of different nationalities and religions in a city, what
kinds of buildings should there exist to take all of this in consideration?”
“What would you like to add to the city?”
3TUDENTSAREINVITEDTOCHOOSEFROMTHERECYCLEDMATERIALLYINGAROUNDDIFFERENTKINDSANDSHAPESOF
CARDBOARD ANDPAPER ASWELLASTEMPERA ANDCOLLAGEMATERIALS TOCREATEACARDBOARDCITYWEHAVE
IMAGESOFCARDBOARDCITIESRUNNINGINTHEPROJECTORINTHEBACKGROUNDFORINSPIRATION 4HESTUDENTSARE
FREETOWORKINDIVIDUALLYORCOLLABORATIVELY ALTHOUGHCOLLABORATIONANDDISTRIBUTIONOFLABOURIS
ENCOURAGED/NCETHEPROCESSHASBEENCOMPLETED STUDENTSAREINVITEDTOPLACETHEIRCONSTRUCTIONSON
THELARGEFLATSURFACEPROVIDEDANDPAINTONITTHESTREETSANDROADSOFTHEIRCITY
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ADDITIONAL /
OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 7 (all ages, pre- or
post-visit)
The story of a building

ACTIVITY 8 (years 5 & 6,
optional)
Audio-visual mapping

7EINVITESTUDENTSTOPICKABUILDINGFROMTHEIRAREAFROMTHEIRSCHOOL²SNEIGHBOURHOODAND
PHOTOGRAPHITORFINDANDPRINTANALREADYEXISTENTIMAGEOFIT7EASKTHEMTOWRITEABOUTTHEBUILDING 
ITSFUNCTIONS THEPEOPLEWHOUSEIT ANDTHEREASONSTHEYHAVECHOSENIT
/NCETHEYHAVEGATHEREDTHEABOVEMENTIONEDINFORMATION STUDENTSAREENCOURAGEDTOWRITEORDRAWA
STORYABOUTTHEBUILDINGITSELF

!NOPTIONALAFTER SCHOOLACTIVITYEXECUTEDWITHTHEHELPOFTEACHERS0IEROS+EZOUAND!NDRI-OUSTAKA
(OWISOURURBAN ENVIRONMENTSTRUCTUREDANDNAVIGATEDANDTHENINTERPRETEDANDPERCEIVED(OWDO
WERECOGNIZEANDAGREEONACITY²SLANDMARKS(OWDOWEDECIDEWHAT²SNOTABLEORSIGNIFICANT7HICH
OFITSLAYERSDOWENOTICEANDWHICHDOWEIGNORE7HATWOULD.ICOSIALOOKLIKEANDSOUNDLIKETOUSIF
WECOULDENCOUNTERITAFRESH REMOVEDFROMPRE EXISTINGASSOCIATIONSANDMEMORIES
7EGAVEACAMERAANDASOUND RECORDERTOSTUDENTSANDLETTHEMCIRCULATEITAMONGSTTHEMSELVES7E
INVITEDTHOSEWHOWERESOINCLINEDTOPUTTOGETHERVISUALANDACOUSTICDOCUMENTATIONOFTHEIR
EXPERIENCEOFTHECITYOUTSIDETHESCHOOLDAY
4HROUGHOURWORKSHOPSWEHADPREVIOUSLYENCOURAGEDTHESTUDENTSTOTHINKABOUTURBANPOCKETS 
UNNOTICEDARCHITECTURESANDSOUNDSCAPES SOCIALCORNERS HIDDENSTORIES ANDOVERLOOKEDPLACES7ITHIN
ALLTHIS WEALSOENCOURAGEDTHEMTOTHINKOFWAYSTOPRESENTTHEIROWNVOICESANDPERSPECTIVES

This Postcard Map, presents fragments of an exercise developed after Yiannis Christofides workshops, based on
the idea of creating a sound-map. It presents aspects of maps, images and sound clips of inner-city Nicosia,
gathered by the 5th and 6th year students outside school hours (See artedupractices.org). It relates to visual
and acoustic documentations of the students’ experience of the city outside the school day, allowing questions
to be raised about how we interpret and perceive the urban environment.

Workshop Series 3
On Contemporary Art:
Objects and their secrets
Introduction
#HRISTODOULOS0ANAYIOTOU²SSOLOEXHIBITION±3TORIESFROMTHELIVESOFMYFRIENDS²CONSTITUTESTHETHIRD
ANDLASTEXHIBITIONTOBEINCLUDEDIN0OINT#ENTRE²SEDUCATIONALPROGRAMMEFORMEDINPARTNERSHIPWITH
%LENEIO0RIMARY3CHOOL4HEEDUCATIONALWORKSHOPDESIGNEDBYTHEORGANISATION²SLEARNINGTEAMWAS
CARRIEDOUTONTHETHANDTHOF-ARCHWITHTHEPARTICIPATIONOFALLSCHOOLYEARS
4HEARTIST²SBODYOFWORKISPRIMARILYINTERPRETEDWITHINTHECONFINESOF#ONCEPTUAL!RT WHICH
ENCOURAGESANIN DEPTHREADINGOFTHEIDEASANDCONTEXTSEMBEDDEDINTHEOBJECTSANDWORKSOFART
PRESENTED4HEEDUCATIONALWORKSHOP±/BJECTSANDTHEIR3ECRETS²WASCONCEIVEDASANATTEMPTTO
INTRODUCESTUDENTSANDBRINGTHEMINCONTACTWITHTHEIDEASOFHIDDENMEANING OFAURAANDHISTORY
TRACEDINOBJECTSANWORKSOFARTANDASSISTTHEMINFREEINGTHEIRTHOUGHTSANDEXPRESSIONANDUSING
THEIROBSERVATIONALSKILLSANDIMAGINATIONTOINTERPRETTHEWORLDAROUNDTHEM
4HEPROPOSEDLEARNINGACTIVITIESWEREDESIGNEDACCORDINGTOTHENEEDSANDLEARNINGOBJECTIVESOFTHE
SPECIFICWORKSHOP BUTSIMULTANEOUSLYREMAININLINEWITHTHEGENERALOBJECTIVESOFTHEEDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMME
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Exhibition Information
Christodoulos
Panayiotou,
Stories from the lives of
my friends
07.03.2015 – 08.05.2015

Point presented the first solo exhibition of Christodoulos Panayiotou in
Cyprus. The exhibition brought together existing and newly commissioned
work under the title Stories from the lives of my friends.
In 1889, the celebrated Russian dramaturge Anton Chekhov wrote in a
letter to his intimate friend Aleksey Suvorin: “Guess what, I’m writing a
novel!!! And what an intricate plot! I’ve called it Stories from the lives of
my friends”. This would be a novel that Chekhov never completed. By
borrowing the allusive title of this unfulfilled project, Panayiotou did not
attempt a retrospective speculation on this lost literary impulse; on the
contrary, he proposed the title as a radical interpretation of Chekhov’s
dramaturgy and relevant notion of subtext. As Stanislavski wrote
"Chekhov oftenexpressed his thought not in speeches, but in pauses or
between the lines or in replies consisting of a single word […] the
characters often feel and think things not expressed in the lines they
speak". The concept of subtext, especially after its elevation to a method
in the United States and its global propagation, remains an important link
between modern and contemporary theatre.
Theatrical legacies, aspects and notions such as “subtext”, “estrangement
effect” and “disillusionment”, are pivotal elements found in the core of
Panayiotou’ s practice. For his exhibition at Point he put together a series
of works which develop beyond what is enounced, as do the writer’s
characters. Associations and intimate dialogues are implied rather than
exposed and elaborate dialectics are staged, facilitating thus - almost
provocatively – the emergence of new discourses. Panayiotou’s choice of
materials puts the idea of a dominant truth into question and challenges
the ways we perceive and interpret our collective and individual narrations.
Christodoulos Panayiotou, BORNININ,IMASSOL #YPRUSISANINTERNATIONALLYACCLAIMEDARTIST
WHOSEWIDE RANGINGRESEARCHFOCUSESONTHEIDENTIFICATIONANDUNCOVERINGOFHIDDENNARRATIVESINTHE
VISUALRECORDSOFHISTORYANDTIME3OLOEXHIBITIONSOFHISWORKHAVEBEENHELDAT3PRING7ORKSHOP 
(ONG+ONG #HINA-ODERNA-USEET 3TOCKHOLM 3WEDEN#ASINO,UXEMBOURG ,UXEMBOURG##!
+ITAKYUSHU *APAN#ENTRED²!RT#ONTEMPORAINDE"RlTIGNY &RANCE-USEUMOF#ONTEMPORARY!RT 
3T,OUIS 53!-USEUMOF#ONTEMPORARY!RT ,EIPZIG 'ERMANY+UNSTHALLE:|RICH 3WITZERLANDAND
#UBITT ,ONDON 5+(EHASPARTICIPATEDINMAJORINTERNATIONALSURVEYEXHIBITIONS INCLUDINGTHETH
"ERLIN"IENNALETH,IVERPOOL"IENNIAL$OCUMENTA +ASSELTH4AIPEI"IENNALEAND"USAN"IENNALE
(ISWORKWASALSOSHOWNINANUMBEROFMUSEUMEXHIBITIONSINCLUDING-USEION "OLZANO )TALY
-IGROS-USEUM :|RICH 3WITZERLAND##!7ATTIS)NSTITUTEFOR#ONTEMPORARY!RTS 3AN&RANCISCO 
53!*OAN-IRO&OUNDATION "ARCELONA 3PAIN7ITTEDE7ITH 2OTTERDAM 4HE.ETHERLANDS"ONNIERS
+ONSTHALL 3TOCKHOLM 3WEDEN0HILADELPHIA-USEUMOF!RT 53!!SHKAL!LWAN#ENTERFOR
#ONTEMPORARY!RTS "EIRUT ,EBANON!RTIST3PACE .EW9ORK 53! -O#!-IAMI 53!(EWASTHE
RECIPIENTOF4HE&UTUREOF%UROPE0RIZEINANDTHE$%34%0RIZEINANDINHEWAS
AWARDEDARESIDENCYAT+|NSTLERHAUS"ETHANIENBY5.$/FOUNDATION#HRISTODOULOS0ANAYIOTOUWAS
SELECTEDTOREPRESENT#YPRUSATTHE6ENICE"IENNALE
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The proposed workshop
encourages students to:

» %NGAGEWITHCONTEMPORARYARTPRACTICES
» #ONSIDERANDDISCUSSIDEASAROUND#YPRIOTHISTORYANDARCHAEOLOGY
» )NVESTIGATEIDEASCHARACTERISINGANDEMERGINGFROMTHEEXHIBITION
» $ISCUSSOBJECTSANDWORKSOFARTINREFERENCETOTHEIRMATERIALITY
» 5SETHEIRIMAGINATIONTOFREELYANDCREATIVELYINTERPRETTHEIRFINDINGS
» #ULTIVATEVISUALLITERACYANDEXPRESSIVESKILLSUSINGTHE6ISUAL4HINKING3TRATEGIES
 METHOD

» 5SETHEIRSENSESANDOBSERVATIONSKILLS SUPPORTINGTHEIROPINIONBYPRESENTING
 FACTS
» %NJOYTHEOBJECTSANDWORKSOFARTANDIMPULSIVELYEXPRESSTHEIRIMPRESSIONS
» "ESELF MOBILISEDANDDEVELOPTHEIRCONFIDENCEANDCREATIVEIDENTITY
» %NGAGEWITHEACHOTHERTOINTERPRET UNDERSTAND ANDSOLVEMYSTERIESTOGETHER
» !DVANCETHEIRPERSONALSKILLSWHILEATTHESAMETIMERESPECTTHEOPINIONAND 
 CREATIVITYOFOTHERS

» 7ORKCOLLECTIVELYANDSUSTAINTEAMSPIRIT

RESOURCES
Timeframe: 90 minutes

Materials
» !CTIVITYSHEETSWITHKEYWORDSRELATEDTOTHEARTWORKS

» 0ENCILS
» 0IECESOFCARPETTOPAINTON
» Tempera paints
» Paint brushes and sponges
» 0LASTICPLATESFORPAINTPALETTESANDCUPSFORWATERTORINSEOUTPAINTBRUSHES
» World map
» &ILMINGEQUIPMENT
» 0RE SELECTEDIMAGEFOR6ISUAL4HINKING3TRATEGIESACTIVITYEITHERPRINTEDINHIGH
 RESOLUTIONORPROJECTEDDISPLAYEDONASCREEN
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY 1 (all years)
Introduction:

7EEXPLAINTHEPLANFORTHEVISITSOTHATTHESTUDENTSUNDERSTANDITSSTRUCTUREANDGOALS
E.g. “Today we will explore the exhibition, we will create our own a magic carpet, we will
investigate an image and discover its hidden meanings and if we are lucky we may get to
meet the artist”
7EDISCUSSANDLAYOUTSOMERULESOFBEHAVIOURTOWARDSTHEWORKSOFARTANDTHEEXHIBITIONSPACE
E.g. “touching contemporary artworks is not permitted (why?) and we should avoid running
around (why?). It is absolutely fine to talk to one another, but we must remember not to
shout.”
7ESAYAFEWWORDSABOUTTHEARTISTANDHIGHLIGHTCERTAINASPECTSOFHISWORK4HEVOCABULARYUSED
SHOULDCONSIDERTHESTUDENTS²AGEANDBEADJUSTEDACCORDINGLY
E.g. “Christodoulos was born in Limassol and currently lives in London and Paris. He studied
anthropology and choreography. As an artist he tends to travel around the world and
exhibit his art in museums and contemporary art centres. The works of art we will see at
this exhibition are the results of his investigation of different ideas – for example, of how
the feeling of community is created, of how different social groups emerge, of how
different power structures prevail as well as contemporary ‘pop’ and ‘mass culture’. At the
same time, in Christodoulos’ work one can trace references to the history of Cyprus. He is
interested in how Cyprus’ image is created and presented. His work is exploratory. This is
what we will attempt to do as well; we will investigate the objects and works of art by
letting our imagination free”.

ACTIVITY 2 (all years)
Discovering ideas hiding
in the art-works

7EHANDOUTTHEACTIVITYSHEETSWITHKEYWORDSCOVERINGMATERIALASWELLASCONCEPTUALASPECTSOFTHE
ARTWORKSEXHIBITED7EENCOURAGESTUDENTSTOWALKAROUNDTHEEXHIBITIONFREELYONTHEIROWNORIN
GROUPS ANDTOCIRCLETHEIDEASTHEYENCOUNTERONTHEIRACTIVITYSHEET4HECO ORDINATORSAREASKEDNOT
TOGIVEDEFINITIVEANSWERSTOQUESTIONSPOSED BUTHELPTHECHILDRENTOFREETHEIRIMAGINATIONANDREACT
TOWORKSOFARTTHATATTRACTTHEIRINTEREST7EALLOWSTUDENTSTOCONVERSEFREELY TOSEEEACHOTHER²S
ACTIVITYSHEETS SHARINGANDBUILDINGONEACHOTHER²SOPINIONS
1UESTIONSTOGETSTARTED“What sort of ideas and thoughts could be hidden in these objects?”,
“Which works of art do you like the most and why?”, “What kind of stories would you make up
in relation to these works?”, “What would you ask the artist if he was here?”
7EINVITESTUDENTSTOSHAREANDDISCUSSTHEIRFINDINGSINFRONTOFEVERYONE BUILDINGONEACHOTHER²S
INTERPRETATIONS4HECO ORDINATORSENCOURAGEGROUPDISCUSSIONBYMENTIONINGANUMBEROFINTERESTING
POINTSRAISEDORNOTEDDOWNBYTHECHILDREN
/NCEWECOMPLETETHEGROUPDISCUSSION WENOWOPENTHEFLOORTOQUESTIONSANDGIVETRUTHFULANSWERS
about the works and the exhibition (something that was previously avoided so that the students would
BEENCOURAGEDTOCOMEUPWITHTHEIROWNANSWERS 

ACTIVITY 3 (all years)
Magic carpet

4HISACTIVITYANDTHERESULTINGART WORKRESPONDSTO#HRISTODOULOS0ANAYIOTOU²SPIECE¯/PERATION
3ERENADE°MADEUPOFAROLLED UPREDCARPETFROM(OLYWOODAWARDCEREMONIES7ETOOKSTRIPSOF
BLACKCARPETFROM9IANNIS#HRISTOFIDES²INSTALLATIONWHICHACCIDENTALLYGOTSTAINEDWITHTEMPERAWHILE
WEPRODUCEDOURCOLOUR SOUNDSCORESDURINGOURSOUND THEMEDWORKSHOPS ANDUSEDTHEMTOHIDE
OBJECTSANDIDEAS4HERESULTSOFTHEPAINTINGACTIVITYAREMEANTTOBESECRETANDOURCARPETPAINTINGS
AREMEANTTOBEEXHIBITEDROLLEDUPWITHONLYAHINTOFTHEPAINTEDSIDEOPENTOVIEW/URINTENTION
WASTOCREATIVELYRE USEMATERIALTHATMAYHAVEPREVIOUSLYSEEMED¯RUINED° TOINTRODUCETHENOTIONOF
AWORK²SAURA ANDENGAGETHECHILDRENINAPROCESSOFINSTILLING ORRITUALLYIMBUINGANOBJECTWITHIDEAS
ANDPROPERTIES
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ACTIVITY 4 (all years)
Visual Thinking Strategies
Note: We used the Visual Thinking
Strategies method. No special art
training is required for the
employment of this method. VTS’s
aim is not to teach the history of a
work of art, but rather to encourage
students to use their observational
skills, carefully listen and build on
each other’s opinions, and support
their findings with evidence.

7EPRESENTSTUDENTSWITHANIMAGEANDPROVIDETHEMWITHASLITTLECONTEXTUALINFORMATIONASPOSSIBLE
WEPROVIDEDNOINFORMATIONABOUTTHEIMAGE ALTHOUGHWECOULDHAVEMENTIONEDTHATTHEIMAGEHAD
BEENFOUNDBYTHEARTISTANDUSEDASPARTOFANOTHERARTWORKFORAPREVIOUSEXHIBITION 
We invite children to look at the image carefully and silently for 2 minutes.
4HECO ORDINATORISASKEDTOUSETHREEOPEN ENDEDQUESTIONS

» 7HATSGOINGONINTHISPICTURE
» What do you see that makes you say that?
» 7HATMORECANWEFIND
The co-ordinator is advised to use three Facilitation Techniques:

» 0ARAPHRASECOMMENTSNEUTRALLY
» 0OINTATTHEAREABEINGDISCUSSED
» ,INKINGANDFRAMINGSTUDENTCOMMENTS
Students who raise their hands and must be called on in order to speak, are asked to:

» ,OOKCAREFULLYATWORKSOFART
» Talk about what they observe
» "ACKUPTHEIRIDEASWITHEVIDENCE
» ,ISTENTOANDCONSIDERTHEVIEWSOFOTHERS
» $ISCUSSMULTIPLEPOSSIBLEINTERPRETATIONS
from www.vtshome.org
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ACTIVITY 5 (years 1 & 2)
6. The story of my shoes



7EINVITESTUDENTSTOTHINKABOUTTHEORIGINOFTHEIRSHOES
%G¯(AVINGSEENANDDISCUSSEDABOUTTHEARTIST²SSHOESFOUNDINTHISEXHIBITION CANYOUTHINKWHERE
YOURSHOESCAMEFROM° ¯7HATDOYOUTHINKMAYHAVEBEENTHEIRJOURNEY°
&OLLOWINGSTUDENTS²RESPONSES WEDISCUSSTHEMOVEMENTOFGOODSTHATWECONSUMEASWELLASTHE
MOVEMENTOFPEOPLEANDTHELABOURFORCE
E.g. “On how many journeys could our objects have been?”
“Why do objects travel?”
“What makes people travel and move around?”
“Can everything travel freely or do they have to follow a certain route?”, “Are there any
rules guiding these journeys?”
!WORLDMAPCANBEAVAILABLETOLOOKUPTHEROUTESMENTIONEDIFITSEEMSAPPROPRIATE
4HESTUDENTSAREASKEDTOTHINKANDWRITEANIMAGINARYSTORYABOUTTHELIFEOFTHEIRSHOES EITHERIN
CLASSORATHOME4HEYAREINVITEDTOSHARETHEIRSTORIESWITHTHERESTOFTHECLASS
4HESTUDENTSCANUSEAVIDEOCAMERATORECORDTHEIRSHOESWALKING THISCANBEUSEDASVISUALMATERIAL
FORTHEIRSTORYINANANIMATIONORASHORTVIDEO

ACTIVITY 6 (years 3, 4, 5 & 6)
6a. Interviewing the artist
6b. Taking up the artist’s role

ACTIVITY 5 (all ages, optional)
Little stories from the lives
of my friends

7EINVITETHESTUDENTSTOINTERVIEWTHEARTISTANDTOASKANYQUESTIONSTHEYMAYHAVEABOUTTHE
EXHIBITION ABOUTSPECIFICWORKS ABOUTTHEARTIST²SCAREERANDCREATIVEPROCESSORANYTHINGTHATMAY
SPRINGTOMIND!LTHOUGHITISIMPORTANTTHATTHESTUDENTSAREPREPAREDSOTHATTHEYCANMAKETHEBEST
OFTHEENCOUNTER ITISALSOIMPORTANTTOENSURETHATTHEYFEELCOMFORTABLETORESPONDIMPULSIVELYAND
SPONTANEOUSLY RATHERTHANCOMEWITHPREPAREDQUESTIONS
)FTHEARTISTISUNAVAILABLE WEMAYENCOURAGESTUDENTSTOTAKEUPTHEARTIST²SROLEASPLAY ACTING AND
IMAGINATIVELYANSWERQUESTIONSABOUTTHEEXHIBITION THEWORKS THECREATIVEPROCESS ANDSOON

7ESEPARATETHESTUDENTSINGROUPSOF4HECO ORDINATORSENCOURAGETHEMEMBERSOFEACHTEAMTO
SHAREAMONGTHEMASHORTIMAGINARYORREALSTORYFROMTHELIFEOFONEOFTHEIRFRIENDS/NCESTORYTELLING
ISCOMPLETED EACHMEMBEROFTHETEAMISASKEDTOCHOOSEANDTAKEUPTHEROLEOFONEOFTHE
CHARACTERSPRESENTED4HECO ORDINATORSASKCHILDRENTOIMAGINEAMEETINGOFTHOSECHARACTERS
COMBININGELEMENTSFROMTHESTORIESSHARED$URINGTHECREATIVEDISCUSSIONHELDBYTHESTUDENTS THE
CO ORDINATORSARERESPONSIBLEFORNOTINGDOWNTHEEMERGINGDIALOGUEANDTAKEUPTHENARRATOR²SROLE
4HETEAMMEMBERSMUSTCOLLECTIVELYDECIDEONTHESTORY²STHEMEANDBACKDROP3OMEOFTHESUGGESTED
THEMESTHATCOULDDESCRIBETHEIRSTORIESARETAKENFROMELEMENTSANDOBJECTSOFTHEEXHIBITION%G
CARPETS FOUNTAINS ARCHIVES MAFIA WATER ETC$URINGTHISCREATIVEPROCESS THECO ORDINATORSAREASKED
TOENCOURAGESTUDENTSINUSINGINTHEIRSTORIESSURREALISTICANDCOMICELEMENTS&OLLOWINGTHE
COMPLETIONOFTHEIRNEWSTORY THEMEMBERSOFEACHTEAMREHEARSETHEIRWORDSWHILECONTINUINGTO
IMPROVISE)TISIMPORTANTTOMENTIONTHATSTUDENTSDONOTNEEDTOLEARNTHEIRWORDSQUOTESBYHEART
4HETEAMSAREFINALLYGATHEREDTOGETHERTOPRESENTTHEIRSKETCHESANDSHARETHESTORIESCREATED
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Afternoon Sessions
Eleneio All-Day School,
years five and six

)TISNOTABLETHATTHEMOSTINTERESTINGANDEDUCATIONALLYPOWERFULPARTOFTHEPROJECTWASN²TSCRIPTED 
ANDDIDN²TLEAVEMUCHOFATRACE4HISWASMADEUPOFASERIESOFBRIEFDIALOGICANDIMPROVISATIONAL
ACTIVITIESDEVELOPEDINCOLLABORATIONWITH0ANAYIOTIS0ANTELI ATEACHERAT%LENEIOANDARESEARCHER
SPECIALISINGINMULTI LINGUALISMANDINTER CULTURALEDUCATION£HEWORKSHOPSTOOKACRITICALPEDAGOGICAL
PERSPECTIVEANDATTEMPTEDTOENGAGEWITHTHESTUDENTSDEMOCRATICALLY ONAHORIZONTAL DIALOGIC AND
COLLABORATIVEBASIS ANDTODESIGNCREATIVEANDLEARNINGACTIVITIESTHATTOOKOFFFROMTHEIROWNINTERESTS 
THEIROWNCHOICEOFSUBJECTS ANDENGAGINGWITHTHEIRPARTICULARGROUPDYNAMIC
7EWORKEDINACIRCLETODISCUSSANDMAKEDECISIONS ANDWEREOPENTOTHEPOSSIBILITYOFTHE
TEAMSPLITTINGINTOSMALLERGROUPSWITHDIFFERINGPRIORITIES&ORMOSTOFTHESESSIONSTHETEAMCHOSETO
SPLITINTWOGROUPS ONEOFWHICHCHOSETOWORKWITHTHETHEMEOFAMAGICDOOR WHILETHEOTHERCHOSE
TOWORKAROUNDTHETHEMEOFFOOTBALL4HISGAVEACHANCETOTESTANDAPPLYSOMEOFTHEMETHODS
DISCUSSEDIN0ARTOFTHIS)NFORMATIONAL0ACKAGEFORWHICHTHEREWASNOROOMDURINGTHEMORNING
SCHOOLHOURS

Afternoon Sessions
interactive display at
the Point-Eleneio
Exhibition at Point
Centre: We used the
sheet we wrote and
drew on during the
first Afternoon
Session. This was
created while we
were sitting in a circle
discussing the
direction our sessions
would take in the
following months.

4HETEAMDECIDEDAGAINSTVIDEO DOCUMENTATIONFOROURSESSIONS

Exhibition

4HEFRAGMENTARYRESULTSOFTHISPROCESSWERESET UPASPARTOFTHE0OINT %LENEIO%XHIBITIONAT0OINT
#ENTREASANINTERACTIVE SITE SPECIFICINSTALLATIONWITHTEMPERAONCARDBOARD MAGICMARKERON
WHITEBOARDWALLPAPER ANDANEVOLVINGDISPLAYOFDISCARDEDSCULPTURESOFMAGICALCREATURESANDFOOTBALL
PLAYERS



PART IV
Sharing Thoughts

This section is dedicated to all of the voices that
have been part of this journey…
±Sharing Thoughts²ISPERCEIVEDASACOLLAGEOFEXPERIENCESANDUTTEREDTHOUGHTSASTHESEHAVEBEEN
EXPRESSEDTHROUGHOUTTHEIMPLEMENTATIONOFTHEPROGRAMME)TISBUTASMALLATTEMPTTOCAPTURESOME
OFTHEPROJECT²SESSENCEASSEENTHROUGHTHEEYESOFTHEVOLUNTEERS THERESEARCHERS THETEACHERSAND
MOSTIMPORTANTLYTHOSEOFTHESTUDENTS
4HEFOLLOWINGQUOTESFROMSTUDENTS TRANSLATEDHEREFROM'REEK WEREGATHEREDDURINGTHE
PROGRAMME²SSELF ASSESSMENTEXERCISEWHICHWASPERFORMEDBYMUSEUMEDUCATOR)OANNA-AKIIN!PRIL
 ASWELLASDURINGPOST VISITACTIVITIESEXECUTEDINCOLLABORATIONWITH!NDRI-OUSTAKATEACHERFOR
YEARSFIVEANDSIX 4HELATTERACTIVITIESASKEDTHESTUDENTS HALFWAYTHROUGHTHE0OINT %LENEIO
PROGRAMME TOANSWERTOASETOFQUESTIONS¯WHATISART° ¯WHATISTHECITY° AND¯WHATISDIFFERENT°
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Connecting senses
Sound and the city: a sound walk

Drawing sound: producing a graphic score
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I remember / I liked...



The thing with the copper… The water… I liked it a
lot… It was very nice and I liked that there was
nothing digital in it… I liked the fact that everything
was natural…

When we made a few things out of cardboard
boxes… We did anything we wanted… Some built a
stadium; others made buildings, churches… I made a
big church…

When we saw drawings… And some things that
made music

- I liked that room that showed images of mafia in
Italy throwing fireworks!
- I liked the shoes… It was a mystery…
- I liked mixing two colours together and creating a
new one… For example, orange… I didn’t know how
it was created and now I know…

- When we drew and listened to music and then were
asked to find and write each country…We wrote
Nicosia…
- I wrote Bulgaria…
- We wrote Georgia…

Difference is...

Different can be a human, a different way of living, it
can be a personality. Just because all of these are
different, it doesn’t mean that we have to judge them.
So, if someone calls you different, then it means that
you are special for him. Being different or doing
something different is not something bad, it is just
unique.

Difference is very important because it would not be
nice to be all the same – the world would not be
interesting then. For example, if there were only white
people instead of white and black people, the world
would be the same, it would be boring.

All things are different
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Connecting senses
Moving lights and colours

Giving sound to colour: performing our graphic score

Creating a 24-hour soundscape of Nicosia
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Volunteers’ Feedback

Marina Andreou
BA Fine Art,
University of Nicosia

I believe that this programme has been very good for the children. Thanks to the programme and its activities,
the students were provided with the opportunity to learn about a number of things; they learned about the
importance of working collectively, of cooperating, of respecting one another, of listening to one another and
simultaneously they enhanced their knowledge about art and were encouraged to think critically and act
creatively. Although the project required substantial programming prior to the delivery of each workshop and
took careful consideration of the time provided for each visit, the students were continuously provided with the
space and room to freely respond to any of the activities–even if that meant that they did not want to take
part–and to choose or express their thoughts around any proposed theme. My participation in this programme
offered me the opportunity to observe the children’s interest in art and in the programme, and how it grew and
developed.

My participation in the programme offered me a constructive experience. I was able to practice my interest in
teaching children in a playful and creative way. It was interesting for me to see how each lesson was structured
based on the exhibition and age group. There was diversity in workshops and each age group was tough in the
most appropriate way. Overall it was a joyful participation and it pleased me to see that the children were
offered an experience like this.

Anastasia Magniti
BA Media and Communications,
Cyprus University of Technology

Natalie Antoniou
MA Digital Art and Design,
University of Nicosia

I am thankful for the opportunity to be part of this educational programme and act as its
photographer/videographer. The programme and its collaboration with Eleneion Primary School and its students
could definitely be characterised as interesting, different and above all else creative. The activities prepared and
implemented during each visit at Point Centre were successfully directed so as to engage students with the
artists and the works of art on display. Throughout the time of their visit, I could observe children learning,
critically posing questions and demanding responses, and expressing their interest for the works of art they were
encountering or the activity they were asked to carry out. I believe that following each visit of the Eleneion
students at Point Centre an important amount of data and knowledge was amassed that definitely serves the
educational programme’s aims and objectives. Due to the fact that this programme was a new and extremely
interesting experience for me, I am looking forward to reading about it and seeing its results.
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On photography and architecture
Discovering photography/ Thinking about the house

Collaborating on a city/box
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My home, my city is…

42

My city is my second home...

Home is love, family, friendship, memories

My city is a historical town

I grew up in the city I live. And I do not know if I can
bear the thought of leaving it

Home for me is my family…The roof under I live
in is my family

Home for me is an embrace that keeps me
in good company

When I draw…

When I am drawing I hear nothing else. It’s just me
and my drawing waiting to be finished…I feel that I
am free, calm…

I like drawing because I can create
whatever I want…

I feel happy!
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On photography and architecture

Collaborative intervention piece

Building a city
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Panayiotis Panteli
Educator and Researcher,
Optional All-Day Eleneio School
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The island of Cyprus is – and has been for centuries now, despite popular belief – a multicultural society.
Alongside the two main communities of Greek and Turkish origin, smaller minority groups, namely Maronites,
Latins and Armenians have been living on this island for a very long time. Interaction between these
communities, however, has been minimal or superficial at best, with separate education systems that led to
people until this day not being aware of the cultural wealth of Cyprus. And this is the main difference between a
multicultural society – that is, cultural groups living together without substantial contact – and an intercultural
society that develops understanding and respect of all people through the interaction of cultural groups.
Nowadays, Cyprus’ cultural wealth has been – or should be – enriched by immigrant flow mainly from Eastern
Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia. The key component for turning a fragmented multicultural island into a
truly intercultural society is education.
Until recently, the education system in Cyprus has been named ethnocentric, even culturally monolithic, with one
of the aims being the assimilation of immigrant students. This model of education however has not been
successful, neither in Cyprus nor the rest of the world; children from minority groups are constantly
overrepresented in intervention programs for students with learning difficulties. Some scarce efforts have been
made for improvement towards intercultural education, but we cannot rely solely on the Ministry of Education to
implement change. This is where organizations such as Art Centres can play a significant part.
‘Eleneion’ primary school, being one of the historical schools of Nicosia and at a strategic geographic place, now
has a new challenge ahead: to build upon the rich cultural capital of its students in order to become an
intercultural point of reference for the whole education system. This feat cannot be achieved without help from
agents outside the school’s boundaries.
The Point Centre for Contemporary Art has already provided opportunities for both students and their parents
that would otherwise be out of their reach. Namely, they participated in activities such as workshops and
museum exhibitions, creating art without the strict limitations of expression and imagination that traditional
schools may have. Thus, Point Centre with the school’s staff cooperation has acted as a link, connecting the
school with its surroundings. In addition, combining ‘Eleneion’ teachers’ knowledge and skills with the artistic
minds of professionals from the Centre was also beneficial for all parties involved.
This is only one small step, but an important one, towards the right direction. There are still challenges ahead;
multicultural schools always have to face with issues like bullying and racism. The continuation of this
cooperation between ‘Eleneion’ and The Point Centre can help empower students even more, cultivating the true
sense of respect and empathy.
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Objects and their Secrets
Discovering ideas hiding in the artworks

Visual Thinking Strategies
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Art is...



Perfect!

Inspiration!

Art is an imagination filled with colours

It is something that all people can
do around the world

With art you can express emotions like
love, anger, sadness

When I hear the word ‘art’ it reminds me of myself

Art is a lesson
Art is a drawing
Art is joy
Art is studying
Art is a school



Magic carpet

Interviewing the artist
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Teachers’ Feedback
On students’ response to
the programme

They were very excited! I mean, whatever they did - especially the little ones - were excited and when they
returned to school they discussed it. They would remember things and they would discuss them. But even when
we were there [at Point Centre], I observed that they participated in all of the activities and they expressed
their happiness and joy. Even with watercolours… They could act more freely – as you know, we are slightly
stricter around here… They really enjoyed it

Children truly enjoyed it. And there was also this notion of progress that I have previously discussed with you…
The worries accompanying the first visit – not knowing where you are going, what you are going to see and do –
were exchanged with feelings of anticipation and longing. «Children, we are going to Point Centre next Friday
and we are going to do this and that! »… They really liked it and they enjoyed the activities

I believe that they enjoyed the activities in which they could act in relation to art. I mean, I found that they
enjoyed it more when they were asked to draw rather than observe. When the time arrived to act, they were
more excited and were participating more actively

Children felt confident in that they felt special… We were the only ones participating in a programme such as
this one…

On interdisciplinary
learning: using art to
enhance other subjects’
knowledge…

Yes, you could use this kind of programme to reinforce interdisciplinary learning. Just as long as you are clear
about the subject, the objectives and the learning outcomes you wish to achieve – teachers have to work with
students in advance to ensure that they will respond in the best possible way

‘-Or it could be done vice-versa. I mean, you [the Point-Eleneio team] could take a look at the themes or sections
we have to cover in different subjects, like Geography or History, and you could choose one…
-And you could present it to us in an interdisciplinary manner…
-And connect it to art…
-Or in partnership with us…
-We could choose themes or sections and hand them out to you and we could visit Point Centre and deliver the
lesson there… But you must have a set goal…

Looking out to the future:
how programmes like
Point-Eleneio might play
an important role in a
school’s curriculum

‘-Have you ever heard about the “culture of a school?” This is how I can interpret it. There exists an invisible
thing… It is a culture in a school that is just there. Whatever you do, whichever programme you choose, the
culture is always there. I know it sounds slightly pessimistic but… Whichever programme you carry out you
might see a progression – whether it is positive or negative – but the culture does not alter…
-You need many years. For the culture of a school to change, you need a head teacher that will remain in the
school for at least 6 years, you need to have permanent staff, and you need to have a vision for the school. The
head teacher has to have clear objectives on how to alter the school’s culture…

PART V
Events

Exhibition / Conference
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Exhibition
The Point- Eleneio
Exhibition:
art and learning for the
local community

/NEOFTHEPROJECT²SOUTCOMES ANDTHECENTRALCOMMUNITYEVENTORGANISEDASPARTOFTHEPROGRAMME 
WASTHE0OINT %LENEIO%XHIBITION PRESENTEDAT0OINT#ENTREBETWEEN 
4HE%XHIBITIONADDRESSEDTHECOMMUNITYASWELLASTHEGENERALPUBLICTOPRESENTTHECHILDREN²SWORK
ANDTHECREATIVERESULTSOFSPECIFICACTIVITIES)TDOCUMENTEDHOWTHISPROJECTHASWORKEDTOCREATEA
SOCIALLYENGAGEDART EDUCATIONALMODELUSINGCONTEMPORARYDEVELOPMENTSINARTSEDUCATIONAND
EDUCATIONTHROUGHART HOWITHASEXPERIMENTEDWITHARTEDUCATIONALMETHODSANDCOLLABORATIVE 
PARTICIPATORYPRACTICES ANDHOWITHASINVESTIGATEDTHEPOSSIBILITIESOFBUILDINGRELATIONSHIPSBETWEEN
CULTURALINSTITUTIONSANDSCHOOLS#ENTRALTOTHISMISSIONHASBEENTOADVOCATEFORINCLUSIVELEARNING
ENVIRONMENTSWITHINTHECURRENTREALITYOFMULTICULTURALSCHOOLING4HEEXHIBITIONALSODOCUMENTEDHOW
THEPROGRAMMEGRADUALLYSHIFTEDFROMBEINGSEENASSOMETHINGEXTRACURRICULAR TODEMONSTRATING
EXPERIENTIALLYTHEVALUEOFTHEINTEGRATIONOFTHEARTSMOREBROADLYINTHECURRICULUMASSOMETHING
HELPFULTOWARDSTHEPEDAGOGICPRIORITIESOFTHETEACHERSASWELLASSOMETHINGABLETOADDRESSTHE
STUDENTS²PERSONALINTERESTSANDDIFFERENTWAYSOFLEARNING
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Conference
Contemporary Museum
and Gallery Education
practices:
Local Communities meet
Global Narratives
May 22-23, 2015
Point Centre for Contemporary Art
in collaboration with
the University of Nicosia, Fine Arts
Programme1
with the support of the Department of
Multimedia and Graphic Arts, Cyprus
University of Technology 2

1

4HE#ONFERENCESUCCEEDEDINBRINGINGTOGETHERLOCALANDINTERNATIONALEXPERTS ANDINTHISWAYIT
PROVIDEDTHESTRONGESTPOSSIBLESCIENTIFICSUPPORTFORTHEPROGRAMME²SCOREIDEAS"UTITPERFORMEDA
COMMUNITYEXPERIMENTATTHESAMETIME4HE#ONFERENCEWASNOTANINSULATEDEVENT)NTHEFIRST
INSTANCE ITWASINTEGRATEDWITHTHEOPENINGOFTHE0OINT %LENEIO%XHIBITIONAT0OINT#ENTRE4HIS
%XHIBITION INVITINGTHELOCALART COMMUNITY ASWELLASTHESCHOOLCOMMUNITY THEALUMNI ANDPARENTS 
OFFEREDABROADCONTEXTUALISATIONOFTHEPROJECTHISTORICALLYANDMETHODOLOGICALLY BYBEINGPRESENTEDIN
PARALLELTOASECONDEXHIBITIONTHATSTUDIEDART EDUCATIONPRACTICESIN#YPRUSMOREBROADLYUNDERTHE
TITLE¯&RAGMENTS4HOUGHTSANDEXPRESSIONSOFARTEDUCATIONPROCESSES !RESEARCHINSTALLATION°4HIS
CONNECTIONBROUGHTTOGETHERTHECONFERENCEPARTICIPANTSANDTHESCHOOLCOMMUNITY ALONGWITHLOCAL
PRACTITIONERS ART EDUCATORS ARTISTS ANDART STUDENTS!TTHESAMETIMETHE#ONFERENCEWASHOSTEDA
few doors down from Point Centre3 ATTHEHEARTOFTHECITYOF.ICOSIA ASTONE²STHROWAWAYFROMTHE
%LENEIO3CHOOL THE#YPRUS-USEUM4 ANDTHE,EVENTIS!RT'ALLERY5!TTHESAMETIME THE#ONFERENCE
WASORGANISEDINCOLLABORATIONWITHTHE&INE!RTS0ROGRAMMEATTHE5NIVERSITYOF.ICOSIA6 ANDWITH
THESUPPORTOFTHE#546ISUAL3OCIOLOGYAND-USEUM3TUDIES,AB74HISWASANUNPRECEDENTEDCOMING
TOGETHEROFLOCALINSTITUTIONSACROSSTHEBOARDTOTHINKABOUTANDCOMPAREPRACTICESAROUNDART
EDUCATIONANDTHECOMMUNITY
&ORTHE#ONFERENCE"OOKOF!BSTRACTSGOTO
HTTPSMGEDUPFILESWORDPRESSCOMABSTRACT BOOKLETPDF

4HISFACETOFTHEPROJECTWASDEVELOPEDINCOLLABORATIONWITHTHE&INE!RTS0ROGRAMMEOFTHE5NIVERSITYOF.ICOSIAWHICHHASBEENINDEVELOPMENTSINCE
 ANDWHICHASLAUNCHEDASA#YPRIOTUNIVERSITYPROGRAMMEIN3EPTEMBER4HEPROGRAMMEBELONGSTOTHE$EPARTMENTOF$ESIGNAND-ULTIMEDIA 
OFWHICHITWASANINITIATIVE)NITSYEARSOFDEVELOPMENTANDACTION THEPROGRAMME BEYONDITSFORMALFINEARTCOURSESLEARNING HASBEENHOSTINGOPENSTUDIO
EXHIBITIONS MUSEUMANDGALLERYINTERVENTIONS OTHERSTUDENTEXHIBITIONS TALKS DIALOGUESANDWORKSHOPS#OLLABORATINGWITHTHE0OINT %LENEIOPROJECTAND
0OINT#ENTREFOR#ONTEMPORARY!RTDEMONSTRATESTHEPRACTICE BASEDRESEARCHASPECTOFTHEPROGRAMME
2
4HECONFERENCEWASORGANISEDWITHTHESUPPORTOFTHE6ISUAL3OCIOLOGYAND-USEUM3TUDIES,AB OFTHE#YPRUS5NIVERSITYOF4ECHNOLOGY 
HTTPVSMSLABCOM
3
)NNEXT DOORPREMISESKINDLYGRANTEDFORUSEBYTHE3CHOOL!UTHORITYÕÌÉÆÈ¹ÃÌÏº¾ THELANDLORDOF-EGARO(ADJISAVVAWHERE0OINT#ENTREISHOUSED
4
7HICHHOSTEDONEOFTHECONFERENCE²SWORKSHOPS
5
7HICHKINDLYOFFEREDCOMPLEMENTARYTICKETSTOTHECONFERENCEPARTICIPANTS
6
4HECO ORGANISERFORTHE#ONFERENCE
7 4HE63-3,ABBELONGSTOTHE$EPARTMENTOF-ULTIMEDIAAND'RAPHIC!RTS ATTHE#YPRUS5NIVERSITYOF4ECHNOLOGY WHICHKINDLYSUPPORTEDANDPARTICIPATED
INTHECONFERENCE



Pre-Conference Workshop
(Greek Language):
Conference Workshops
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#OLLECTIVERE CONSIDERATIONSINLOCALMUSEUMEDUCATION\#HRYSTALLENI,OIZIDOU $ESPO0ASIA %VANTHIA
4SELIKA

*ULIE#ARMEAN -USEUM%DUCATORAND#OORDINATOROF0ROFESSIONAL$EVELOPMENT .ATIONAL'ALLERYOF
!RT 7ASHINGTON7ORKSHOP\4HINKING4HROUGH!RTWITH,OCAL!UDIENCES
#HRYSTALLENI,OIZIDOU $ESPO0ASIA%VANTHIA4SELIKAA2E!PHRODITEPROJECT 'ENDERINTHE#YPRUS
-USEUM4OWARDSAN/PEN%DUCATIONAL0ACKAGE #ONFERENCE7ORKSHOP

Keynotes

*ESSICA'OGAN;+EYNOTELECTURE=$IRECTOROF)NSTITUTO-%3! 2IODE*ANEIRO0H$CANDIDATEIN!RT
(ISTORYATTHE5NIVERSITYOF0ITTSBURGH\0OETICSPACES%THICAL,ANGUAGES,ABORATORIESOF!RT3OCIAL
0RACTICEIN"RAZIL
$R6IV'OLDING;+EYNOTELECTURE=0RESIDENTOF)#-% 0ROGRAMME$IRECTOROF,EARNING6ISITOR3TUDIES 
3ENIOR,ECTURERIN#OMMUNICATIONAND%DUCATION 3CHOOLOF-USEUM3TUDIES 5NIVERSITYOF,EICESTER\
-USEUM%DUCATIONWITH#OMMUNITIES5SINGFEMINIST HERMENEUTICSTOCHALLENGEPREJUDICEAND
STEREOTYPE

Papers/Presentations

$R6ERA"ONEVA 0ROFESSORIN(ISTORYAND-USEOLOGYATTHE3TATE5NIVERSITYOF,IBRARY3TUDIESAND
)NFORMATIONTECHNOLOGIESIN3OFIA\4OLEARNANDCREATEAMONGTHETREASURES)NNOVATIVEEDUCATIONAL
PRACTICESOF"ULGARIAN-USEUMS
$R2ENl#ARRAZ 2ESEARCHFELLOWAT"%4! 3TRASBOURG5NIVERSITY!NNA-ERRY 0H$#ANDIDATE$E
-ONTFORT5NIVERSITY,EICESTER6ERONIKA!NTONIOU #O FOUNDER 5RBAN'ORILLAS.'/ 0H$#ANDIDATE 
$E-ONTFORT5NIVERSITY,EICESTER9IORGOS(ADJICHRISTOU 0ROFESSOR !RCHITECTURE$EPARTMENTOFTHE
5NIVERSITYOF.ICOSIA\,IFEINSIDE OUTANINFLATABLESPACEHOWARTISTICEXPERIENCESCANBEDIFFUSEDINA
CITYTHROUGHDESIGNANDPLAYFULNESS
$R$IMITRA#HRISTIDOU$R3ARA'RUT 2ESEARCHERSAND0ROJECT-ANAGERSATTHE.ORDIC#ENTREOF
(ERITAGE,EARNINGAND#REATIVITY\)NTERCULTURAL$IALOGUEINANDACROSS3WEDISHMUSEUMSTHECASEOF
3WEDISHFORIMMIGRANTS3&) 
3OPHIA$IAMANTOPOULOU 0H$#ANDIDATE )NSTITUTEOF%DUCATION 5NIVERSITY#OLLEGE,ONDON\3OCIAL
RESPONSIBILITYANDMUSEUMEDUCATION2ENEGOTIATINGTHEPLACEOFLEARNINGINNEWMUSEUMNARRATIVES
,JUDMILA$JUKIC 4EACHERAND(EAD4EACHERIN"ELGRADE 3ERBIA\"UILDING#LASSROOM"RIDGESIN
-USEUMS
!THENA%XARCHOU 0H$CANDIDATEIN!RT(ISTORYIN%DUCATIONATTHE!THENS3CHOOLOF&INE!RTS\
#ONTEMPORARYMUSEUMANDGALLERYEDUCATIONPRACTICESFROMTHEPOINTOFVIEWOFTHESECONDARYSCHOOL
TEACHERTHEMUSEUMVISITASADIDACTICTOOLFORARTHISTORY
)OANNA$ANAI'IAMPILI 0H$#ANDIDATE 5NIVERSITYOF#AMBRIDGE &ACULTYOF%DUCATION\/N#IRCUITSAND
CAKE%NGAGINGLOCALYOUNGPEOPLETHROUGHMUSEUMEDUCATION!CASESTUDYOFTHE#IRCUITPROJECT
$R2ENI'IANNIMARA 4HEORYAND(ISTORYOF&INE!RTS$EPARTMENT !THENS3CHOOLOF&INE!RTS\
%XPLORINGTHE0OTENTIALOF'ETTYGAMES/NLINE%DUCATIONAL'AMEFOR!RT%DUCATION4HESIXTHGRADEOF
'REEKPRIMARYSCHOOLREVIEW
$R!SSIMINA+ANIARI ,ECTURERIN!RT(ISTORY !THENS3CHOOLOF&INE!RTS\#ITIZENSHIPIN
#ONTEMPORANEITY#ULTURE )DEOLOGYAND)DENTITYFORMATIONINTHE-USEUMOF-ODERNART
$R.IKI.IKONANOU !SSISTANT0ROFESSOROF!RT(ISTORYAND-USEUM %DUCATIONATTHE$EPARTMENTOF
%ARLY#HILDHOOD%DUCATION 5NIVERSITYOF4HESSALY&OTEINI6ENIERI 0H$#ANDIDATEATTHE5NIVERSITYOF
4HESSALY 'REECE\-USEUMTHEATREANDSOCIALISSUES!'REEKCASESTUDY
$ESPO0ASIA %DUCATOR -USEOLOGISTAND-USEUM%DUCATOR#HRYSTALLA!NTONIOU 0H$#ANDIDATE 
0RIMARY3CHOOL4EACHER -USEUM%DUCATOR\7ORKING'LOCALLYOBSERVATIONSANDWAYSFORWARDFOR
MUSEUMEDUCATIONIN#YPRUS
$R%STHER3AYERS ,ECTURERIN!RTSIN%DUCATION #ENTREFOR!RTSAND,EARNING 'OLDSMITHS#OLLEGE\4HE
IMAGINED±OTHER²CONSTRUCTINGTHELEARNINGSUBJECT
$R!NDRI3AVVA 4EACHING&ELLOWINTHE$EPARTMENTOF%DUCATION 5NIVERSITYOF#YPRUS 3OFIA2OSSIDOU
-INISTRY/F%DUCATION %LI4RIMIS 6ISUAL!RTIST 6ISITING0ROFESSOR !RT%DUCATION %UROPEAN
5NIVERSITY\9OUNGCHILDREN²SARTLEARNINGINMUSEUMENVIRONMENTS2EFLECTIONSAND$IRECTIONS
3TEFANIA3AVVA 0H$#ANDIDATE -USEUM3TUDIESATTHE5NIVERSITYOF,EICESTER\$EVELOPING
MUSEUM BASEDMULTILITERACIESFORINCLUSIVEMUSEUMEDUCATIONALPROGRAMMES
$R.IKI3IOKI !SSISTANT0ROFESSORATTHE5NIVERSITYOF.ICOSIA\$ESIGNNARRATIVESIN#YPRIOTCOLLECTIONS
ANEDUCATIONALTOOLFORDESIGNSTUDENTS
:EHRA3ONYA ARTISTEDUCATOR 0RESIDENTOF%UROPEAN-EDITERRANEAN!RTS!SSOCIATION%-!! cZG|L
%ZGIN $IRECTOROF%-!!!RGYRO4OUMAZOU CULTURALPRODUCER\¯#ONFRONTATIONTHROUGH!RT°0ROJECT
!SSISTANT#OORDINATOR!RTUSEDASAMECHANISMFORADDRESSINGDIVISION CONFLICTANDCONFRONTATION
+ATERINA3TEPHANIDES %DUCATION/FFICERATTHE!',EVENTIS'ALLERY#YPRUS\2ITESOF0ASSAGEIN
-USEUM%DUCATION
$R4HEOPISTI3TYLIANOU ,AMBERT $EPT-ULTIMEDIAAND'RAPHIC!RTS 6ISUAL3OCIOLOGYAND-USEUM
3TUDIES,AB 
#YPRUS5NIVERSITYOF4ECHNOLOGY\6ISITOR0HOTOGRAPHYIN-USEUMS
-ARINA4SEKOU %DUCATION#URATOR.ATIONAL-USEUMOF#ONTEMPORARY!RT !THENS\)NTERACTIONS
BETWEEN-USEUMAND/THER)NSTITUTION!IMINGAT-EANINGFUL%NGAGEMENT
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Local Communities
meet Global Narratives
conference review May
2015
1

Esther Sayers, artist,
gallery educator and
lecturer at Goldsmiths,
University of London.
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4HECONFERENCE #ONTEMPORARY-USEUMAND'ALLERY%DUCATIONPRACTICES,OCAL#OMMUNITIES
MEET'LOBAL.ARRATIVESTOOKPLACEIN.ICOSIA #YPRUSON-AY  7HENTHECALLFORPAPERS
CAMETHROUGHTHETHEMESCHOSENBYCONFERENCEORGANISERS%VANTHIA4SELIKAAND#HRYSTALLENI,OIZIDOU
SPARKEDMYATTENTIONBECAUSEOFTHEIRFOCUSONTHEIMPERATIVEFORGALLERYANDMUSEUMSTOMEANINGFULLY
ADDRESSTHENEEDSOFCOMMUNITIES4HISPRESENTEDANOPPORTUNITYTODISCUSSTHEIMPORTANCEOF
INSTITUTIONALPRACTICESINDEFININGCONSTRUCTIVECITIZENSHIPMODELS4HEDEFININGQUESTIONSINTHECALLFOR
PAPERSTOOKASOCIALANDCULTURALAPPROACHTOGALLERYEDUCATIONANDHADANEDGINESSNOTUSUALLYSEENINA
5+CONTEXT THISWASINTERESTINGTOMEASANARTIST GALLERYEDUCATORANDLECTURER4HECONFERENCEALSO
PROVIDEDAGREATOPPORTUNITYTOVISIT#YPRUS TODISCUSSLOCALPATTERNSOFSEGREGATIONANDTHEROLETHAT
PEDAGOGYCANPLAYINSUCHADIVIDEDCOUNTRY)HAVEBEENKEENTOVISIT.ICOSIAFOLLOWINGTHEUNREALISED
-ANIFESTAIN.ICOSIAINANDTHEDISCUSSIONSTHATEMERGEDIN.OTESFORAN!RT3CHOOL 
ABOUTTHECONFLICTTHATEXISTSWITHINCREATIVEEDUCATIONBETWEENTHEINDIVIDUALANDTHESOCIAL
4HEVENUEFORTHECONFERENCEWASTHE0OINT#ENTREFOR#ONTEMPORARY!RTWHEREWEWEREGENEROUSLY
HOSTEDANDKEPTREFRESHEDWITHACORNUCOPIAOFDRINKS FRUITS HOMEMADEBREADSCOOKEDINTHE
TRADITIONAL#YPRIOTOVENINTHE#ENTRE²SGARDEN ANDBAKLAVA0OINT#ENTREISANON PROFITORGANISATION
INVOLVEDINTHECREATIVESUPPORTANDPROMOTIONOFVARIOUSFIELDSOFCONTEMPORARYCULTURALPRODUCTION
4HECURRENTEXHIBITIONOFWORKPRODUCEDTHROUGHTHE0OINT %LENEIOPROGRAMMEEXPLORESCONTEMPORARY
CRITICALDIALOGUEAROUNDINTER CULTURALSCHOOLENVIRONMENTSANDSOCIALENGAGEMENTINTHEARTS
/URTHINKINGWASFRAMEDBYAWELCOMINGADDRESSBYCONFERENCEORGANISERS#HRYSTALLENIAND%VANTHIAIN
WHICHTHEYSITUATEDTHECONFERENCEWITHINTHEBROADERNARRATIVEOFTHEIRWORKWITHDIVERSECULTURAL
GROUPSIN.ICOSIAANDTHELIMITATIONSOFINCLUSIVEPEDAGOGIES4HEDEBATESGOTOFFTOAFLYINGSTARTWITH
PAPERSTHATADDRESSEDONLINEEDUCATIONINMUSEUMSTHROUGHTHESTUDYOF'ETTY'AMESANDMUSEUM
BASEDPEDAGOGICTOOLSTHROUGHTOACASESTUDYOFTHE#IRCUITPROJECT4HEQUESTIONSANDCOMMENTSTHAT
FOLLOWEDQUICKLYENGAGEDWITHISSUESAROUNDGAMINGSTRATEGIES EDUCATIONVERSUSENTERTAINMENTAND
ASKEDWHATWASTHEPOINTOFENGAGINGYOUNGPEOPLEINTHEARTS/FTENCONFERENCESMAINTAINA±THEMAND
US²RELATIONBETWEENAUDIENCEANDSPEAKERS BUTTHISWASNOTEVIDENTHEREASTHEREWEREPLENTYOF
PEOPLEWANTINGTOENGAGEINLIVELYDISCUSSIONFROMTHESTART4HEMODERATOR²SOPENATTITUDETOTHE
FORMATOFRESPONSEBYTHEAUDIENCEMEANTTHATTHEPRESENTERSOFFEREDPROVOCATIONSANDTHEAUDIENCE
CREATEDTHEDISCUSSION7ITHTHEUSUALHIERARCHIESALREADYDISTURBED )KNEWWEWEREOFFTOAGOODSTART
!FTERABREAK THESECONDSESSIONEXPLOREDSOCIALRESPONSIBILITYWITHAPUNCHYCRITIQUEOFINCENTIVESFOR
MUSEUMEDUCATIONANDAFASCINATINGSTUDYOFVISITORPHOTOGRAPHYINMUSEUMS-ORETHOUGHTFUL
EXCHANGESFOLLOWEDABOUTTHEPROSANDCONSOFTAKINGPHOTOGRAPHSOFARTWORKS4HATOWNERSHIPIS
CAPITALANDPUTTINGAPICTUREONINSTAGRAMCREATESCULTURAL SOCIALANDSYMBOLICCAPITAL4HISMADEME
THINKABOUTTHEIMPACTOFOWNERSHIPONENGAGINGWITHTHEARTSANDTHEWAYSINWHICHASELFIETAKENONA
SMART PHONECANPROVIDEAVISITORWITHAMEANINGFULTAKE AWAYTHROUGHWHICHTHEYCANSHAREAN
EXPERIENCE KNOWLEDGEANDARTWORKWITHTHEIRFRIENDSANDADDITTOTHEIRMEMORYBANKTOPOTENTIALLY
RECALLANDUSEAGAINWHENENCOUNTERINGOTHERCULTURALARTEFACTSINTHEFUTURE
!SPLENDIDLUNCHPRECEDEDASESSIONINWHICHTHELINKSBETWEENTHECLASSROOMANDTHEMUSEUMWERE
EXPLOREDFROM'REEK 3ERBIANAND#YPRIOTPERSPECTIVES&ORTHEFOURTHSESSIONDELEGATESCHOSETO
EITHERATTENDAGALLERYWORKSHOPABOUTTHINKINGTHROUGHARTWITHLOCALAUDIENCESORTOENGAGEIN
SPEAKERPRESENTATIONSREFLECTINGON#YPRIOTPROJECTSTHATRANGEDFROMTHEEDUCATIONWORKOFTHE!'
,EVENTISGALLERY ANINFLATABLESPACEFORARTISTICEXPERIENCEINTHECITYANDAFASCINATINGPROJECT 
±#ONFRONTATION4HROUGH!RT²BASEDIN.ICOSIA INWHICH!RTISUSEDASAMECHANISMFORADDRESSING
DIVISION CONFLICTANDCONFRONTATION$AYONEWASDRAWNTOACLOSEWITHANINTERACTIVEKEYNOTEADDRESS
FROM$R6IV'OLDINGINWHICHFEMINIST HERMENEUTICSTRATEGIESWEREEXPLOREDASMEANSTOUNDERSTAND
PREJUDICEANDSTEREOTYPES4HECOMBINATIONOFPRACTICALSTRATEGIESANDIMAGESOFCAREFULLYSELECTEDART
WORKSWASBOTHSTIMULATINGANDREWARDINGAFTERSUCHATHOUGHTPROVOKINGDAY
$AYTWOBEGANWITHAREFLECTIONONCURRENTPRACTICESIN3WEDEN 4HESSALONIKIAND'REECEEXPLORING
THEATREANDCINEMATOWORKTHROUGHSOCIALISSUES7HILSTALONGSIDEAWORKSHOPEXPLOREDGENDERINTHE
#YPRUS-USEUM!KEYNOTEPRESENTATIONBY*ESSICA'OGAN )NSTITUTO-%3! PROVIDEDAGLIMPSEINTOTHE
"RAZILIANCONTEXTFORMUSEUMEDUCATIONFROMTHE&REIRIANVIEWPOINTOFEXPLORINGTHEWORLDBEFORETHE
WORD0OSITINGANAPPROACHINWHICHTHECONTEXTSHOULDBEACKNOWLEDGEDANDUNDERSTOODBEFORETHE
CONVERSATIONHAPPENS
4HEAFTERNOONSESSIONSINCLUDEDPRESENTATIONSTHATEXPLOREDMULTILITERACIESFORINCLUSIVEMUSEUM
EDUCATIONPROGRAMMES NOTIONSOFCONTEMPORANEITYANDIDENTITYFORMATIONININTERNATIONALMODERNART
ANDASURVEYOFEDUCATIONALPRACTICESIN"ULGARIANMUSEUMS4HEFINALSESSIONSEXPLOREDTHELEARNING
ENVIRONMENTSCREATEDBYARTMUSEUMSANDTHEPEDAGOGICPOSSIBILITIESFOREQUALITYAWAREPRACTICES
#LOSINGREMARKSANDFAREWELLSDEMONSTRATEDANATMOSPHEREOFKINSHIPAMONGSTPEERSINWHICHA
PREVAILINGSENSEOFFORWARDACTIONWASREQUIREDTOACKNOWLEDGEANDREPAIRTHEINADEQUACIESOFCURRENT
POLITICALANDINSTITUTIONALAGENDASTHATAIMFORINCLUSIONANDACHIEVENOTHINGBUTGREATERINCOMEFORTHE
INSTITUTION)TWASAGREEDTHATMORENEEDSTOBEDONEASSUCHAGENDASDONOTBENEFITLOCALCOMMUNITIES
BUTEASETHESOCIALGUILTOFWEALTHYNATIONS INDIVIDUALSANDORGANISATIONS-ANYCONTACTSWEREMADEAND
HOPEFULLYMANYWORTHWHILEPROJECTSWILLFOLLOW
%STHER3AYERS 

1

Digitally available at
HTTPWWWACADEMIAEDU#ONFERENCE?REVIEW?FOR?#ONTEMPORARY?-USEUM?AND?'ALLERY?%DUCATION?PRACTICES?,OCAL?#OMMUNITIES?MEET?'LOBAL?
.ARRATIVES
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Afterthoughts
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Afterthoughts I
Evanthia Tselika
Yurting: creating
ephemeral creative
environments

After the intense six-months of the project and four days after the conference the following
thoughts were recorded on 27 May 2015.
(OSTINGTHECONFERENCEINASPACEAFEWDOORSDOWNFROM0OINT INCIDENTALLYWITHNOINTERNETACCESS 
SEEMEDTOASSISTINTRIGGERINGFURTHERTHECONVERSATIONSTHATOCCURREDDURINGTHETWODAYS ANDTHE
dialogues following the presentations flowed within what felt as an environment shared with
CO WORKERSPEERS#HOOSINGTOFOLLOWTHISACADEMICDIRECTIONMEANTTHATOTHERASPECTSOFTHEPROJECT
WHICHCOULDHAVEASSISTEDASTRONGERCOLLABORATIONWITHTHEPARENTS²ASSOCIATIONWERENOTEMPHASIZEDAS
STRONGLY4HISRELATESTOTHELONGETIVITYOFTHEPROJECTSIXMONTHPERIOD ANDTHETRUSTANDRELATIONSHIP
BUILDINGPROCESSTHATWASNECESSARYWHEN#HRYSTALLENIAND)ENTEREDTHESCHOOLENVIRONMENT
#HRYSTALLENIBUILTAMUCHMOREINTENSERELATIONSHIPWITHTHESCHOOLITSELFANDITSFUNCTIONASASPACE)
SEEITMORELIKEALIVEDENVIRONMENTTHATHOSTSTHESEPARTICULARPEOPLE OURSELVESINCLUDEDFORTHIS
SPECIFICTIMEPERIOD!BITLIKEAYURTATENTANEPHEMERALSTRUCTURETHATALLUDESTOTHEACTIVATION
PROCESSOFCONSTRUCTEDSPATIALENVIRONMENTS14HENARRATIVESTHATARISEOUTOFTHESEINITIATIVESASCHOOL
ANDANARTCENTRECOLLABORATION ISTHATTHECULTURALPRACTITIONERGAINSACCESSTOASCHOOLSPACEANDALSO
BEYONDHISHEREDUCATORROLEACTSASANETHNOGRAPHERANTHROPOLOGIST4HISINITSELFASANARTISTICPRACTICE
ISNOTUNRELATEDTODEBATESTHATARECONNECTEDTOTHEMUCHCITEDDESCRIPTIONBY(AL&OSTEROFTHE
¯ARTISTASETHNOGRAPHER° EVOKINGASHENOTESINHISFIRSTSENTENCEOFTHETEXT7ALTER"ENJAMIN²S
¯THEAUTHORASPRODUCER°&OLLOWINGTHESEINTENSEMONTHSOFWORK)FINDITISINTERESTINGLYRELATEDTO
PRACTICE BASEDORPRACTICE LEDRESEARCHPROCESSES!NINTERPRETATIONOFPRACTICE BASEDRESEARCH2 COULD
BETHEPROCESSOFFLOWBETWEENTHERESEARCHSHAPINGTHEPRACTICEANDTHETHENPRACTICEREFLECTINGBACK
INTHERESEARCH4HECONFERENCEPAPERSMADETHISEVIDENTANDALLOWEDFORAPERMEABLEINTERNALAND
EXTERNALREFLECTIONPROCESS WHICHASSISTEDINDEVELOPINGAFRAMEWORKWHERESTORIESFROMOTHER
PRACTITIONERSANDACADEMICSCOULDBEHEARDANDCONVERSED
0RESENTINGTHEDOCUMENTATIONANDDEVELOPMENTOFTHEPROJECTTHROUGHTHEEXHIBITIONFORMATAND
ALLOWINGFORTHISPROCESSOFREFLECTIONTHATISACTIVATEDBYREVISITINGTHEMATERIALITSELFISANEXERCISEON
THEPARTOFTHETEAMFACILITATINGTHIS#ONSIDERINGTHATTHEPROJECTWASINITIATEDBYACONTEMPORARYART
CENTRETHISCOMESASNOSURPRISE%XAMPLESWEREPRESENTEDINVARIOUSINSTANCESWITHINTHECONTEXTOF
THECONFERENCEONHOWEDUCATIONALPROGRAMMESAREREINTERPRETEDASEXHIBITIONSWITHINTHEMUSEUM
GALLERYSPACE'OGAN 'OLDING 4SEKOU #ONFERENCE0APERS 4HEUSEFULNESSOFTHISEXERCISERELATESTO
%LENEIOTEACHERCOMMENTSINTHE4EACHER²SMEETINGS  WHERETHEYINDICATEDTHATSUCH
COLLABORATIONSAREGOODFORTHEPUBLICPROFILEOFTHESCHOOL4HESCHOOLCULTUREANDAMBIANCEWAS
DISCUSSEDWITHTHETEACHERS AMIDSTTHEPRESENTATIONOFTHESCHOOLASA¯HISTORIC°LOCALEDUCATIONAL
ESTABLISHMENT2EFLECTINGONARTEDUCATIONPROCESSESANDTHEIRCURRENTPRACTICESAMIDSTARESTRUCTURING
OFTHE#YPRIOTSTATEEDUCATIONALLYCEUMHIGH SCHOOL SYSTEMCANBEINTERPRETEDASONESUCHMECHANISM
OFACTINGTOWARDSTHEFACILITATIONOFAPUBLICDIALOGUEABOUTLEARNING SCHOOLINGANDART²SROLEINTHIS
PROCESS4HUSTHESETTINGOFTHEEXHIBITIONACTSASA¯YURT°SPACETHROUGHWHICHTODISCUSSINTER CULTURAL
ANDCREATIVEEFFORTSWITHINTHE#YPRIOTSCHOOLENVIRONMENT)TSTEMPORALITYREINFORCESAPROBLEMATIC
FUNCTIONOFBREAKINGRELATIONSHIPSTHATHAVETAKENSEVERALMONTHSTOBUILDANDHOWCULTURALWORKERSARE
FACEDWITHINTENSE±PROJECT²LIKESITUATIONSASPARTOFTHEIRPROFESSIONALPRACTICES4HERESEEMSTOBEA
VERYMUCHPRESENT#YPRIOTCONCERNONWHATTHEPROFESSIONALISATIONOFTHEMUSEUMEDUCATORAND
CURATORCULTURALORGANIZERROLEMEANS4HISWASEVIDENTINTHEWORKSHOPSOFTHECONFERENCEATTHE
#YPRUS-USEUM#ONFERENCE0APERS "EINGCRITICALORATLEASTHONEST OFTHEAGENDASBEHINDTHE
FUNDINGMECHANISMSTHATENABLESUCHPROJECTS AS3OPHIA$IAMANTOPOULOUINDICATEDINHERPRESENTATION
#ONFERENCE0APERS REMAINEDACONCERNFORTHETEAMTHROUGHOUTTHEPROJECT
+EEPINGINLINEWITHTHEDIRECTIONOFTHEPROGRAMMETHISEFFORTEXPLOREDHOWCURRENT%UROPEANCULTURAL
PRACTICESCANCREATEDIALOGUESWITHDIFFERENTETHNICGROUPSTHATNOWLIVEWITHINURBANANDRURAL
ENVIRONMENTS!NINTER CULTURALANDINTER LINGUALFOCUSWASEVIDENTINBOTHTHESCHOOLCOLLABORATIONAND
INTHECONFERENCE$ISCUSSINGSUCHPROJECTSEFFORTSONEMUSTKEEPINMINDTHECURRENTREALITYOF
-EDITERRANEAN%UROPE WHEREBOATLOADSOFREFUGEESARRIVEONITSSHORES4HISISNOTSOMETHINGNEWOR
UNIQUE AS#YPRUSHASSINCEANTIQUITYBEENANODEOFINTER FLOWSBETWEENTHE-IDDLE%ASTERNSHORESAND
MORE.ORTHERN%UROPEANEMPIRES(OWEVERANEMPHASISHASBEENPLACEDONADDRESSINGTHECURRENT
CO EXISTENCEOFRELIGIONS CULTURES ETHNICANDOTHERGROUPSASTHEYAREATPRESENTMANIFESTEDWITHINTHE
SCHOOLENVIRONMENTOFINNERCITY.ICOSIATHROUGHTHESTUDENTWORKSHOPSANDPEER TOPEER
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7RITINGINCONCLUSIONOFAPROJECTLIKE0OINT %LENEIOISNOTANEASYTASK)TISESPECIALLYDIFFICULTTODOSO
AFTERHOSTINGANACADEMICCONFERENCETHATGATHEREDTOGETHERINTERNATIONALEXPERTSTODISCUSSSIMILAR
PROGRAMMESANDATTEMPTSTOBRIDGEARTINSTITUTIONSWITHCOMMUNITIES!MONGOTHERTHINGS THE
CONFERENCEPROVIDEDEXCITINGNEWPARADIGMSTHATMAKEUSWISHWEHADTHEOPPORTUNITYTOSTARTOVER
3IXMONTHSSEEMHARDLYENOUGHFORAPROGRAMMEWITHTHISKINDOFMISSION)NDEEDINANUMBEROFWAYS
THEPROGRAMMEHASONLYJUSTSTARTED ANDTHEREISSOMUCHMORETOBELEARNEDANDSOMUCHMOREROOM
FORTHERELATIONSHIPBETWEENARTCENTREANDSCHOOLTOFLOURISH-OSTSIGNIFICANTLY THEPROGRAMMEGAVE
RISETOMEANINGFULPERSONALCONNECTIONSANDCOMMITMENTSTHATNEEDTOBEHONOUREDBEYONDTHE
PROJECT²SLIMITEDSCOPE)TALSOCREATEDINSTITUTIONALTIES CREATEDNEWPRECEDENT ANDCARVEDOUT
PATHWAYSACROSSBUREAUCRACYTHATONEHOPESWILLREMAINOPEN
)TISHOPEDTHISHASOPENEDAPATHFORGREATERANDBRAVEREFFORTSTOWARDSIN DEPTHRESEARCH EXPERIMENTATION ANDSOCIALENGAGEMENT BRINGINGINNEWIDEASANDPRACTICESAROUNDLEARNING%FFORTSTHATWILLBE
INITIATEDEITHERFROMWITHINTHESTATEEDUCATIONALSYSTEM ORLIKEINTHISCASE INCOLLABORATIONWITHOTHER
ENTITIES)TISALSOHOPEDTHATSUCHEFFORTSWILLLEARNFROMTHISONE FROMITSHUMBLESUCCESSESANDITS
SHORTCOMINGS ANDNOTLEASTFROMITSATTEMPTTOWORKWITHREAL LOCALCOMMUNITIES ANDALSOWITH
ABSTRACT BROAD COMMONALITIES-OSTIMPORTANTLY WITHANOPENANDINCLUSIVEAPPROACHTOCREATIVITYTHAT
CANONLYCOMEOUTOFRESPECTANDAPPRECIATIONFORDIFFERENCE
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